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PREFACE
A Certain Semite is not intended to be a history of
handwriting, but rather a restriction to that part of the
history and development of writing which has had either an
indirect, or a direct effect on American writing.

Although

some authorities maintain that there can be no chron
ological
order to the development of handwriting, it seems to
me that
there is a reasonably understandable order which can
be followed in a reasonably discernible route from the Semit
e to us.
In researching the scholarship for a path to follow
from him to us, I found -L1-::t no work has dealt exclu
sively
with this particular view of handwriting;

therefore, it

became necessary to sift extraneous materials
frcm all the
secondary sources used in this study that might
lead onto
other paths.
Naturally it was necessary to begin with the primi
tive
cave man--he was a human being expressing himse
lf in

the

only way he knew, and he did stand at the heed
of our path-and to follow later primitives as they
advanced from pictographs, through ideographs and syllabic writi
ng to the alphabets.

From the Stone Age cave to the space-capsule ccbin,

writing followed a long path through numerous
cultures.
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In this study a chePter has been given to the most
eminent of these people.

Absorbed in their stories are other

stories, for besides the movement of the hand across a writing
surface, other aspects ot writing naturally enter into the
account of written language:

materials on which and with

which writing is executed; the alphabet with a systemized set
of Phoenician symbols; the direction of lines which had to
undergo experimentation of scribes on various surfaces before
it settled in our left-to-right manner; caPitel letters,
perfectly proportioned by the

ro

omans that they have endsred

side-by-siCe with other letters as they appeared, changed,
and even vaeiched forever; the scribe's role as Perpetuator
of the records of elankind in his handwritten hooks; the
Renaisseece, which sew an adventuresom.e spirit enter into
designs and styles of writing; and the advent of moveable
block priptine and invention of the typewriter, the latest
phases of written communication.
At

one unknown time the knowledge of the early

develop:eeet of writ

was forgotten, but by the time of the

period of colonization that followed the Pilgrims in the'
7ew
Yorld, a definite method of handwriting was used.
had found their own method of pleeing letters
they toot: great pride in writine a
They 'wrote many things:

MI

rr51iheen
paper

and

beautiful hand.

before aeyoee stenned off

-

the Nayflover, the Pilgrims drew up a document to which they
signed their names; early Americans wrote letters, love letters
and family communications to their people in the Old Country;
they wrote business documents, including governmental agreements, shippir

lists and many other commercial papers--all

with a set of ABC's and a manner of writing that they probably
knew nothing about except that they had inherited their knowledge from their immediate forebears.
Those who might have been curious and wondered about
their means of communication, had to be content with the knowledge that their writing had come to them from the antiquity
of early churches.

Beyond that, the first Americans knew

little and it remained for their descendants, two hundred
years later through a new science called Anthropology, to
learn about the ancients and their customs in various stager
of civilization in all parts of the world.
The people of those earlier civilizations had left
their records for all the world to see:

accounts of success-

ful hunts and military victories, religious works, myths and
poems inscribed on rock or stone and various other surfaces.
But unfortunately, ensuing generations had had to merely lcok
at the pictures and symbols and guess at what they meant,
until the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when the keys
to the lost languages were discovered.

Mysteries of ages

r::..st were then revealed, naleogrephic secrets were underst
ood,
end vest stres of ancient literature and historical data

--"TU•efrrAr

.
•

AY

tr.c.a7T,c. available to mankit,d.
Certain Smite is an effort to tracc handwritiur,
from hi-1 who was, according to discoveries :7",:4P in the Past
hundred years, the first to conceive of the idea of writing,
and also to touch uP3n pre-writing steps made by more barbaric
peoples before him, without whom he would not have been able
to give to the world his epic discovery.
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CHAPTER I
WRITI'G:

CO11Az\_D WITH SPEECH

The time at which the Semite first inscribed his
writing on stone in the desert mountains seems
to us a
time of greatest antiquity, but writing began
only yesterday in relation to man's whole history, for
the Semitic
invention is almost modern, compared with speec
h.

And

although we know nothing for sure about the
development of
speech, we can guess that it appeared at many
places and at
many times, starting when men first began
to clan together
and found that a more effective communicat
ion, than gestures
and pantomime, was necessary)
The miracle hapnened, however, at some unknown
time
when primitive man discovered that he
could make sounds by
using air through vocal 'chords in his own
throat.
These sounds, true, were merely used to cry
out with
pain, hunger, anger or ecstasy, but they
were sounds, and
little by little this furry creature in
his dark world became
skilled in the usc of his voice.

He imitated the sounds he

heard about him--those of the birds and enirl
als, the rush
cf wind, the roar of the ,:aterFall--end
this sound category

1-1,1ar:-;aret
Schls::ch, The Gift of 1.c.nguag.e (New York:
Dover Publications, 1951), p. T7-1

2
has been called by scientists the "bow-t:ow- stare.2

If man

ha,_1 rot cro -wessed beyond this spccch stage, no r)roess in
communicetion would have been made, for since time began dogs
have barked the same b_rk, cats have meowed the same, lions
have roared and donkeys have bral.,ed the came, but man's sours
occur in almost countless variations!
Scientists have other theories that deal with man's
sounds, such as those made in e:clamations, "Oh, Ouch, and
Ugh!"

This is called the "ding-dong" theory.3

The "hey-non-

ney-nonney" theory is classified as man's natural outpourings
such as the crooning of the mother to her child and the cries
of her mate as he howled at the moon, or expressed n-s delight
over the day's hunt.4

Another interesting theory is of "Yo-

heave-ho,- from the sounds that rose from grunts of physical
exertion.5
times in history, some men believed that the Lord
Himself gave language to man, intact, when He bestocyce upon
Adam the auility to name the ani;als in the Ca,-den of 7den.6
As late as the seventeenth century, a Swedish philologist
seriously ar4ued that in the Garden of Eden, God spoke Swedish,

-Henry Alexander, The Story of Our Lan7,uage (London:
Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1.-9,L0 , P. 7.
-2chlauch, p. 6.
4A1exander, rs. 9.
5Ibid.
6Ernst Doblhofer, Voices in Stone. The Decirenicnt of
Ancient ScriTts (Ncw Yor17: The \T1
- 77
-11,7 Press, f()5I), p.71-Ja.
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Adam spoke Danish and the serpant spoke Frenchl7

Gods alqc

had something to do with writing, for there were scrite gods
such as the Babylonian Nebo and the Egyptian Thoth, thought
to be m-sters of

destinies.8

And the Jews, of course,

considered the text of the First Tablet of the Law to be
given by God to Moses.9

Islam teaches, to this day, that

Allah created the letters and communicated them to man.

This

mystical connection existed for a long time in men's minds,
for early man believed that:
. . .language was employed with two closely
associated functions: Praying and invoking curses.
Blessings were important too. . .for such spoken
formulas represent an attempt to control nature
through words. It was felt that if you expressed
the desire, "send us rain," or "kill my enemy" or
my child crosper" in the right way, the,
,
wished-for consummation would surely result.
'
The many languages of the world are now arranged into
langaage groups, the one we are most concerned with being
"Indo-European" because English belongs to that group, along
with Spanish, French, German, Italian, Greek and a number of
others.11,A,ges ago, about fourteen thousand years before Christ,
the Indo-European people lived somewhere in Central Europe
7"lario Pei, The Story of Langua-e (New York:
Lippincott Co., 1945), p. 87.

J. B.

8
Schlauch, p. 14.
9F.--.rNe.us 2D:1-17.
1°Schlauch,
p. 4.

L255.

11"L.In7,uage," The World Book Encclo.pedia, 1957, X,

4
and spoke this "parent" lanoaacje.
grew in number--they

these primitive -L)eople

hnntcrs, nomadic herdsmen, and

primitive farmers--they realized that they had to have other
places to live, so at some prehistoric time, they spread
over the continent taking the original language with them.
They naturally had to overrun other countries and their languages blended with conquered people, so that the languages
of both changed.
.1

Other changes came because of different

geographic locations in which the Indo-European nomads
settle, such countries as Italy, France, Greece, Russia
and
some countries in Asia Minor. 12
For several reasons the original language divided
itself into various "branches" with English belonging to
the
Teutonic branch which descended from the "Germanic".

The

result is that the civilized world has been predominatel
,.
Indo-European speaking.

Except for the Ararican Indian, all

of the New World speaks it, and all the important
European
nations are descendants of Indo-European.
In the dim dawn of history, the Island of Britain was
a place of sedgy water-meadows and matted
thickets where men
lived in the thinly wooded uplands on the chalk
ridges of Kent
or in Wilts, or in the moorland hills of Yorksh
ire or Cornwall.
These men were wild tribes of the lowest grade
of savagery,
until the Celts came to the Island seven
or eight centuries
1:efore Christ.

Some of them had been with the hordes of

Indo-European speaking people who invaded
the European
12

that].

1111411NrilltImr
• - --.•'
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Albanian
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contircnt, but they had crossed over into Eritain.

These

Celtic people were callcd "Britons" and they blended with
Gaelic inhabitants of the island, who had come down from
Ireland and the Scottish Highlands.

The Cads and early

Britons combined into one group, spoke a common language,
and came to be known as the "Ce1ts."14
Roman soldiers began trying to invade the Island before
the first century, and Claudius finally conquered it in the
year A.D. 43.

The Roman conquerers ruled the Island for five

hundred years, at the end of which they returned to Rome to
defend it ar,ainst other invaders from the forth.
great engineerin

They left

projects, roads, and a small oart of their

language; of the three, language made the least impression on
Britons, fnr although some Roman words remain even today,
their language had very little effect on that of the early
Englishmen, and ncne whatsoever on the writing.15
The speech of Britain chara-J,d as the result of exposure to invasion of foreign tribes; it absorbed the language
of Caledonians (called Picts) from the vorth, Scots from
Scotland and the Saxons (Germans) from across the charnel ,
- -ho
spoke a variety of the original Indo-European language.16
The 1\ew Vorld was influenced by all the exploring and
colonizing countries and Yorth America, though dominantly
English, could not help be effected by the various colorful
1/.:Charles Oman, A History
of Pnolood
r
(Lendon:
Holt and Co., 1946), p. 1.
15f-J.,a
r_a,ucge," 4254.
14.

henry

7
tongues to which it vas subjected.

Yorvegien eyrie: rs co-c

to this continent very early, the Indian waited for ttc
settlers, Spaniards left a peppery verbal trail in their wake,
and the French added their own individual style to the language of the New World.
It is hard to imagine language coming from its humble
beginning and evolving through change, additions, and new
creations into the mammoth collection of spoken language it
has become.
It is also difficult to retreat from typewriters,
printing presses, paper, pens, newspapers, magazines and books,
back to the dirty, smoke-filled caves in remote European areas
to find the beginnings of the writtcr language, an occurrence
of singular importance, and although:
.spoken speech may have been the divine spark
that raised men above all other creatures, both the
message and the law were subject to the will of the
man who transmitted them, and nothing could guarantee
the faithful preservation of the original uttered
word. This goal was reached with the invention of
writing. It alone has made possible the greatest
cultures and philosophies; the great religions of
the human race; it has been the mortar used by the
founders and builders of empires; on it is based
the history of science; it alone ;
,-ave a powerful
Impetus to other branches of human knowledge, particularly to physics and nzturel science; not to forget the other countless benefits of civilizatioctq
which would never have existed without writing."
17Do blhofcr, pp. 13-14.

CnAPTER II
WRITDO:

PICTURES PRECEDED IT

The ancient world was not populated as we know it;
there were only a few densely populated areas on any of
the
continents in the whole. world.

The story of our writing

begins in one of these areas around the Mediterranean
Sea
where the center of life for every great culture
in that small,
ancient world grew up.

Life had flourished there for a period

of 600,000 years,18 probably because it was
a warm clinate in
a world that had been unbearably cold; and it had
water.
Not only did many of these countries border the
Mediterranean but the other smaller bodies of water
connected
with it.

In several of these countries there also flowed

great rivers which made_ it possible for the inhab
itants to
grow Products that they ate, wore and used.
In Sumer (present-day Irak) the Tigris and Euphr
ates
Rivers overflowed periodically leaving layer
after Inyer of

4

tillable silt; in Egypt the River Nile wound
its way through
the fascinating land of Kings, leaving a
similar accumulation
cr tillable soil for the inhabitants
of that ancient land.
Ye have no written record of those early
peoule beyond
1R Douglas
C. Xourtrie, The Book (New York:
University Press, 1957), p. 3.

Oxford

9
a period of arproxi7iately 5000 B.C. in Su-ter, and 3000 P.C.
19
in Egyrt,
but the Sumerian (one of thc Semitic .people)
.
wrote first, scratching his marks on clay tablets; the Egyptian
wrote a little lzIter using ink and brush on thin papyrus or
his chisel on smooth store.

There had been other scribes before

them, but their writing must be classified as "art" or simply
"communication."20

Before the short biologically

based his-

tory of man. . .intermittent written records only go back as
far as the Semite and then trail off into the silence of the
Stone Age Hunter's world.21
•

Lookincr, back from
the twentieth century tc
the Stone Age man, we do
not hear his voice or

\\.

understand his art but
(
'

we

,

do know that, along rith

the use of fire, creation of
•

stone implements and tools,

t

I ;!'

//-

• ijULf

primitive man did learn to
communicate with others.

Perhaps his message was in his

pictures, the "writing" of ancient man all over the world.
"Pictographs" (as these pictures are called) have been found
on every continent, in caves, on rocks, on personal items-1(‘ . .

--ibid.
20T. J. Gel,r A
Sr,:dv o
University Press, 1965). D. 40.

nitir

21 CclArtlz-pd Ce.nby, et. al.
Time, Inc., 1961) r). 8.

,

%•110*
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Chicago

The F.7.Ir of l'an Crew York:
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c1othin7 and

oPs--ever on pot:,

par

In Fra-xe, Italy and Spair, the icy subterranean caves
have vie1c

their harvests of pictographs made by Paleolithic

man who drew animals which have not inhabited those countries
in thousands of years:

tiny primitive horses, bison, hairy

mammoths, and the earliest reirdeer.23

Although it is argued

that these pictures do not represent writing because they are
not a part of a system of signs and could only be
understood
by the men who drew them, they were actually "stor
ies without
words" telling about situations that the Stone Age
man was
familiar with, perhaps communin
creatures like himself.

with his god or with other

will never know about those

earliest works of art or writin, but at the basis of all
writin

and alphabetic symbols is te

icture or pictos- raph.

The 7rdians of the -orth American continent also used
pictoraphs, but oddly enow11, the system of writing
that
finally reached the 7ew World had to come through a
period of
5000 years 24 and over a long circuitous route from
the Cradle
of Civilization at the Tigris and Euphrates,
from the same
begirnin, pictographs!
771-en the barbarian painted his pictares on cave
walls,
he understood that they were symbols for
those animals and
familiar objects of the world he lived in.
however, and men settled in

"Schleueh, p. 5.
23
7c1b, o. 40.

As

time went by,

and towns to beco7-..e

11
somethieg more than simple hentces and cave dwellers, tIli;
type of "writinz" became inadequate.

an bc:ein to realize

that life was more than concrete objects, for it was interwoven with emotions of

friendship, ad hate; tempera-

tures of warmth and cold; experiences, as simple as findinc,
something lying on the ground; and the personal processes
such as walking, laughing and suffering.25
Non-picturable things, consequently, gradually developed into "ideograms," that is, Pictures or symbols bean to
represent "generalized ideas ,,26 For instance, "sun" was
drawn as a circle with marks to show sunrays, but the picture
eventually cale to also mean "warm, hot, briebt or white"
and, much later, also stood for "day."

An old man leaning on

a stick meant "man" in the beginning, but as time went by
this same old man meant the idea of "age."

The eye, in tne

beginning simply meant "eye" but the ideogram gave the idc-2
also of "weeping," or just "seeing."27
Then as man beca:le more civilized it became L:17..Itcnt

4

to him that even the combination of pictograph and ideogram
were not enough to satisfy his needs for communication;
therefore, he invented "ehoe.etic writing':28 which is not as

4

com d
- licated as it sounds.

This was merely a system of pic-

tures which brought to mind certain sounds; these sounds
25Pei, p.

10.

26Ibid.

27(e1, p. 106
281:enf:trik Van Loon, The Story ef
Garden City Publishine Co., 193.), p. 29.

York:

leat

I

saw

(a) woman

Vvv%
There is a came called "rebus" which is played according to the principles of "phonetic writing" and it
is easy to
see bow ancient people could understand perfectly such
sentences usinrr "rebus wr:ting."
yotiLn

It l'as used by the early

for tboa-a-,_Is of years until they could ex-ress

themselves any way that they wished, to send messages,
ttl,
keep business records and to write literature and histo
ry.29
Across the Red Sea, and into the great desert which
was watered 5; the Tigris and Euphrates, the
Su-ncrians had
also arrived at "rebus writing," but they realized very
quickly
that it was an unainly way to write because there
were so
many homonyms which made the phonetic system confusing.
instance, the picture of a bee
of any number of words:

belong,/

For

could be used as a part
behave, behead, be-

witch, befriend, etc., so one hot day a momentous thin
ha,nr:rc.d.

A certain Se7ite, who was perhans
dc-c7r

-1.ar7.7

riot

sgus

with

13
of raking a picture stand for a whole syllable instead of
30
just one soun-1, and in this way he invented syllabic writing.
The idea caught on very quickly, for the desert people
were business men who traded and made shipments up and down
the rivers.

Scribes set about making their "syliabaries"

or lists of symbols that stood for syllables instead of whole
words.

And they made their symbols (which we do not under-

stand) by using cuneiform or "nail-writing" on clay tablets
which they used for business records.
. The Sumerian writing owes its origin to the needs
arising from public economy and administration. With
the rise of nrocuctivity of the country, resulting
from state controlled canalization and irrip,ation
systems, the accumulated agricultural surplus made its
way to the depots and granaries of the cities necessitating keeping, accounts of goods coming to the cities
as well
of manufactured products leaving for the
country.
The Sumerian had a strange way, however, cf exnressing
himself--he used only consonants. :o vowels.

In reading

the writing of those People, one simply left out the "A, E,
I, 0, and U's" so that the vowel was simply thought but not
written down; for instance, "Gntlmn prfr binds" is not hard
to figure out, even without vowels.

It was an "explosive"

language when read aloud, a mixture of sharp, gutteral sounds
that would be strange to our "estern ea,
-s, and it was of
course, written the same way.32
.
3 ,Csu oblhofer,
n. 30.
31
-Gelb,
3/

.

p. 52.
p. 10'.

14

One of the "exquisite
little pictures" found in -/
Egypt was of "Ba" the
spirit whic_h symbolized the
survival of death. He was able to
escape the tomb with his strong wings
to lead the dead back to earth.

---

-cs)

Thoth-lunus was the god of all learning
and letters such as the pictographs and
ideographs shown here.

4•••
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Eye (I)

Sun
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To Stride

To heat or
to warm

To Find
33
33
Dcblbofer, p. 73.
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Back across the Red Sea, the Egyptians caught on to
the idea of syllabic writing too, but they were loath to give
up writing with their beautiful little picturcs--hicroglyphs-and so they simply :made their written language a combination
of pictographic and syllabic writing (with numerous homonyms)
which they understood, but which was vastly confusing to later
generations.

Their columns, temple walls, doorways, and monu-

ments were covered with exquisite little pictures cut into
hard surfaces.

"Hieroglyphs" literally mean "priestly carv-

ings" as they were written by the priestly class.

The

Egyptians held the priests in high esteem, and for a long
time were content that they were the only ones who could read.

34

Writing done in stone, however, had to be "incised"
and it was slow, awkward and very public; therefore, the priests
decided to invent a new writing known only by them, and seen
only by them.
• .4

The result was a "shorthand" copied from the

stone hieroglyphs; they called this new writing "hieratic
writing" which comron people could not read.

Some of the

oldest papyrus rolls taken from mummy cases of 3500 years
1
before Christ, are written in hieratic.35

The common people

however, finally developed a writing which they could understand; it was railed "demotic," which could be used by the
masses.

36

34.1oYurt:rie, P- 12 o

13

36Tommy Thomoscn, The A.B.C. of Our Alphabet (New York:
Studio Publicati9ns, 142), p.

16

Hieratic and Demotic, Derived from Hieroglyphics
Hieroglyph

Hieratic

*Demotic

Erig
4

rft
R.

V

").••••

37

*Demotic is used to this day.

3

17
In the valley; of the Ti7ris and Furphrates there was
a ;Treat deal of sand and clay and those clever people thought
of a way -co use clay tablets for writin ; therefore, much is
known of early Semitic writing because

• -\\.\‘‘
ts•-y • • • . ,
• 4 ''—'.•.\••
•.tr-

their clay tablets (shaped like
bricks), literally thousands of

.

. •.
• .

.; 4

them, stayed in perfect preservation, waiting for the science of
38
Anthropology.
It is theorized that the

•

It I
%, 4

01 1 •-•

Egyptians had, besides their

•

,

• •

0

fi
41 ,• •

lo

•

•
•

;

*,

stone surfaces, an even earlier

•

writing material which must
have rerished before hieror,lvphs,
because their pictured characters
were so completely developed with
the rock inscriptions.39

We know

for sure that the two streamlined
forms of writing (hieratic and
demotic) were possible because
of a writing material which was
invented from a plant called

•.

7.apyrus which grew in the wa -ers of the Nile.

• ••,, *
Without it

would know nothing of the early history of that country.

38r

trie

we
But

_
P.
13.

39
Ibid., p. 35.

.

_
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hierczlychs were naturally difficult and impracticrl ord
consec.lertly all three writings were co7pletely forgotten
the century before Cleopatra.

Latin itself was Partially

derived from both these writings but when Rome overcame
Egypt in the first century the meanings of the writings of
the Egyptians had been long forgotten.40
Cuneiform experienced

the same fate as hieroglyphs;

it was simply impractical, and it disappeared along with the
Teaning of its symbols, in the first centuries after
Christianity.41
And so, for hundreds of years, although writing
develcped, bored on these systems, both Egyptian and Semitic
writings were erased from the memory of man.

40Ibid.
•
4-Ibid.
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CHAPTER III

:RITING:

SEARCHES WERE MADE FOR THE KEY TO IT

years,
It is astonishing that for approximately 1800
writings
the knowledge of the great Egyptian and Semitic
should have remained an unfathomable mystery.

During that

Testaments,
time the Hebrews wrote down the Old and the New
42
the classic era of Greece and
Homer his Illiad and Odyssey,
scripother great cultures flourished and Rome with her Latin
re of
tures spread all over the world, but still tt . literatu
ancient Egypt and Sumer remained a mystery.
Huge libraries of cuneiform tablets lay undeciphered,
and Egyptian libraries of papyrus rolls which had survived
such ancient catastrophies as the gutting of Alexandria
(700,000 books vanished from the face of the earth when the
idexandriaa library was Cestroyed)43 were still unreadable:
bctn treasures simply waited for scholars persistent enough
to break the secrets of centuries.
Shortly before the nineteenth century, scholars beccme
more aware of fascinating marks made on the abundant clay
tablets.

In Persia (present-day Iran) an interesting

4'
-Canby, p. 81.
43H. L. Pinner, The World of Boots in Classical IntiSitthofT, Co., 1958), p. 114.
(pity_ (Leiden, Hollard: A.
19

20
discovery was made ;:hich was to finally yielc the secret of
that strange writing.

-ear a little town called Behistun

in West Persian mountains, a large carving was found in 1800
by Western archaelogists.

A landrrar1

to the natives, it was

carved into a high mountain cliff at a location where it
could be plainly seen five hundred feet above a natural resting spot on an ancient cavern route.

An adventurous German,

Georg Grotefend and later Englishman Henry C. t'sawlinson, both
Oriental historians, risked their lives to climb up the sheer
cliff to copy the cuneiform story.44
The carving portrays Darius the Great, a fes
Persian king of the fifth century before Christ, shown in a
victorious pose after his triumph over a rebellious subject.
A warning to other rebels, it was written in cuneiferm in
three languages (a magic n..:-.1ber in unlocking both the ancient
writings), Old Persian, Akkadian, and Elamite.45
The Persian version consists of 414 lines, the Akkadian
consists of 112 lines, and Elamite of 263 lines, all telling
the story in cuneiform.46

By 1846, Rawlinson had finished

the decipherment of the three texts and unlocked the mystery
of the stylized letters.

Since that time several hundred

thousand tablets hpve been studied, based on Sumerian cuneiform, and much information has been gained about the history
144 oah Sar.,
.uel Kramer, Sum.eriar Mytholog7, A Study of
Spirit.;a1 and Literary AchievemenT In the Tnir:a
(KT‘7—'17;7-77-- Harper ana Row, 1961), po.
4SW. A. McDonald,
Pedia, 1957, III, 11326.

'Cuneiform,"

46
Coblhofer, p. 120.
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48
of csrly man.
Egyptian writing was also to be deciphered in that
same time era.

in 1798, Napoleon Bonaparte, in his campaign

upon the British Indian colonies, got as far as the 'Tile
River, but no farther.

The armies were camped near a town

called Rosetta, in the Nile Delta; it was near this town that
Napoleon's bored scldiers found a strange,
soon to be called the "Rosetta Stone."

black basalt stone,

It was unusual looking,

and as was everything else in Egypt, it was covered with little drawings.

This slab of stone, however, contained three

(the magic number!) sections of writing.

One of the

was

quickly recognized to be Greek, but the other two sections of
49
writing unreadable.
Of course, for hundreds of years Egyptologists had
been trying to decipher hieroglyphics.

Thomas Young of

England, one of the foremost Egyptologists, was given the
job of interpreting the three texts.

It seemed that it would

be an easy task—so it was thought; one would simply compare
the Greek to the other two writings and soon translate them!
But not so.

Young worked long without much progress.

He

did, however, discover a clue in the royal cartouches (they
were the names of Royal personages enclosed in "frames") and
his discovery enabled an eminent young French scholar to complete the decipherent.
"

48"
r.ramer,

vii.

49Doblhofer, np. 70-73.
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This brilliant young professor was also an Errvr)tologist.

Strangely, Jean Francois Chamn, llion was a dark, slant-

eyed, Oriental appearing child born to Caucasian parents, who
had at a very early age, felt an irrevistable urge to study
everything about that ancient country.

It seemed almost

prophetic that such a one would solve the ancient languages
44
,

written on the Rosetta Stone.51
The stone was inscribed in both Egyptian hieroglyphics
and demotic symbols as well as in Greek letters.

The demotic

text was quickly solved, but the hieroglyphs remained a mystery until Jean Francois Champollion, refuting the opinions
of other scientists--that the pictures were simply "pictographic"52--found that they were also Phonetic and alshabctic.
The Egyptians had not "trusted" their phonetic writing as did
the Sumerians, and had continued to mix hieroglyphs and cursive writings all together, with new syllabic symbols.

It

was the Coptic sun symbol, "Re" that yielded the clue for
both Young and Chz--- 7ollion;

"Re" beinv: the sign of royalty

was included in all the royal cartouches.53
—ot only was its decipherment imbortcnt, but it was
a historical document of no small importance, a decree passed
by the priests of Ilemphis to honor Ptolemy Epiphanes of the
second century B.C. for his efforts to improve the deplorable
conditions existing in Egypt at that time.

51Ibid.
52F ramer

s p• 4.

53Doblhofer, 2. 72.

,

The decree declares

54
Ptolemy's Cartouche

The secret of the long dead Egyptian writing was found when
Cha7lpo11ion was able to decipher this particular (stylized)
Cartouche.

_5
that this resolutior. is to be i.rscribed on "hard stone in the
sacred (hieroglyphs), the native (de.notic) and in the Creek
letters."55
Of course, writing had continued during the hundreds
of silent years, but now man had definite ideas as to how he
ca-ne about the actual concept of writing and his relationship
to the origins of the alphabet; he had found an enrichment in
present life by knowing more about his ancient beginnings.
55,
Rosetta Stone." Collier's Encyclopedia, 1957,
XVII, 146.
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Cleopatra's Cartouche-

fl

Poth Young and Champollion worked with Cleo
patra's cartouche.
The "egg" at the lower right corner mean
s that the royal
personage represented in this cartouche was
a female.

56
D,3blhofer, p. 68.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PEOEICIANS }AD THE ABC'S OF IT
Civilization began to spread from the warm countries
in the two millennia B.C., off the shores of the Mediterranean
Sea, and accumulations of human beings appeared in the islands
that dotted the waters from the desert countries to the rocky
Greek mainland.

Cyprus, very close to present-day Lebanon,

was the first stepping stone; then Crete, a mighty civili-

4

zation in the dim, obscure past, pith a very usable system of
writing (it remained undeciphered until the year 1952 when
it was labeled "Linear B" by archaeoloists); then the island
of Rhodes, and Sicily and on to Corsica and the main1and.57
At that time there lived, on the shores of Lebanon
1

and Syria in the land th'en known as "Phoenicia," a remnant of
the "land of Caanan" a small ration of very energetic, zealous,
Lastling business men.

They were relatives of the Hebrew, viho

had been pushed farther and farther from the center of their
desert home until they found themselves backed up to the sea.
They did not lament this fact, but set about making themselves
the foremost commercial nation

f the ancient world.

-rust oromineut cities were Tyre and Sidon, with great
57Can b
y, p. 159.
27

Their

28
warehouses znoL worhops, for those were lar,-- e seapor',.s from
which they sent merchant ships over the then-known wor1.58
Biblos was also a famous seaport, equally busy, but its .:ame
4
lies in the fact that our Bible was named for that city.

Tyre

was famous as the center of dye-making in those days, specializing in the color of royal purple, used by all kings and queens.
The land of Phoenicia also produced glassware, metal•3

ware, pottery and building materials which those busy people
set about loadirg on thcir ships, and tradinr: with the city
states all around the Aegean and Mediterranean, and even into
the Adriatic Sea.

Their ships would look quite frail to us,

but they were a daring people and recent disco%erier have indicated that they may have sailed over more of the world than
was reelized--into Enoland for tin. and even South Amerf.e..a
in this hemisphere where Phoenician alphabetic writing wo
recently fo-nd.59
We do not know exactly how or when their alphabet originated, but we do ?mow that the Phoenicians were far t_-_o busy
to care about the form and beauty of their letters.

They

would not have dreamed of taking an hour or so to incise a
graceful

letter onto a smooth rock, and certainly did not

waste time to proclaim their own great deeds, or the glories
of gods.

As precision-minded businessmen, their only interest

in writing was to keep rerords of their de:

':s.

T:!e also know that somewhere in the heart of the year
581'nomoson, o.
37.
59
Canby, p. 159.
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Eastern civilization:;, around the year 2000 P.C. an a3nhahet
was

invented.

A certain Semite invented it; he was one of

the many related Semitic people to which the Phoenicians
belonged, and his phog.etic system (meaning that it could be
written and then spoken) used the smallest parts of words or
syllables --these "smallest parts" being the first letter of
the wor

or syllable.60
The Phoenicians were the first ones to use it and their

"code" was the highest attainment of the human mind; with
out
it there would have been no way of conveying thought or of
recording facts, ideas and ideals on which man's intellec
tual
and spiritual growth has come about.61

All art, religion,

politics, commerce, lanccuage--all culture, was influenc
ed by
and indebted to the alphabet!
The story of our alphabet begins with its arrival in
Greece where the Phoenicians traded in such city
states as
Corinth, Sparta, Athens, Thebes and others.

Writing had been

done in all the then-knoni world, but it had not
been used
with a consistent set of letters, a: al!)h
abet.

So that we

may place it at a certain time in history,
we will begin with
Homer, who wrote the Iliad and Odys
sey
.
.
Actually Homer "wrote" nothing,

He composed.

And his

epic poems were recited orally generati
on after generation,
••••••

60
Aleander Nesbitt, LettorinfI, The Kin'tory and Techniole of Lettering As Desic,
- n C:ew York: Prentice HS11, Inc.,
E-950), p.
61-e!:ESCO, Handwriting (Place de rontenvy, Pari
s,
France: UNESCO Press, In-5)7 D. A.
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the source of all :,recian history and literature.

But after

the Trojan War (of the tenth century before Christ) and
pericd of literary darkness which followed, all his heroes
were assigned to mythology, and even he, himself, was thought
not to have ever existed.

The science of archaeoloc;y in the

mid-1800's, however, brought facts to light to prove that the
blind poet really lived (probably in the tenth century)62, and
used his genius to create tales of the earliest days of the
hiphly advanced Aegean world.
Cadmus, a Phoenician hero, is thought to have brought
the alnhabet to the island of Thera even before Homer's time,
but the arrival of the alphabet on the mainland of Greece
occurred two hundred years after the life of the Poet Supreme
in approxi-r.ately 800

.c.63

It was tossed about from one

Grecian state to another, until the Tonian version becamL
-.!

the dominant one, this being the area ,
,
,here Athens was located.

It was the center of ancient Arts, and it flourished

during the first "olden age" with Homer, enduring, in spite
of constant conflict with other city states, to finally collapse (at the hands of the Spartans) in 404 B.C.

But not

before it had inspired the world with its second "golden
a,
(1-e."64
With the IThoenicians and their twenty-two letters,
each with a long life history going back to a time before
the
61
.
-Caney, p. ISS.
6"
•
-InId.
64Thompson,
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pyramids were built, writing passed into the west
ern World.
It is important to note that two of the Semitic
people of
the remote place and time had a more profound
influence on
our civilization than all those before or afte
r then.

The

Phoenicians cave us the alphabet from which all
written languages of Europe and America are based, and
the Israelites
'k,
',i
I
'-,
.
x

gave the books of scriptures on which all West
ern religions
are formed.65
The alphabet came into full flower during the
last
"golden age" of Grecian Literature and Arts
; the awkward
Phoenician letters developed into graceful
symbols in Grecian
hands after they had acquired Grecian name
s, and Grecian
vowels had been added to the oririnal
purely consonantal
alphabet.
The Semitic people not needing vowels spok
e their
explosive consonantal language; if they
used vowels they
merely thought them and did not write
them. Put the Greeks
needed vowels; therefore; they took the
weakest Phoenician
consonants and made them serve as the
familiar "A, E, I, 0,
U's" used by all Western civiliza
tions.66
The first letter, aleph, was a weak cons
onant
unknown to Greek; the Greek simply omit
ted the consonant much as the cockney drops an h,
thereby exposing the vowel sound, a, ainha.
Ttie Semitic bq,
lost the consonant h and reFFTTEd ttc
7clue e,
Ayin might- have become a, if alep
h-had
rot ,erFeady become alpha; it received
the. value of
65
B. L. Ullman, Ancient nitirg nd Its Infl
uence
(Yew York: Lon;mars, cri-a7a-Fa-TIO:
71:712), pp. 23-24.

I.

_•
oorLionant.
-:Pc

're consonz,nts and vocoels in the sale way as did

thc C7-reeks,

alphabet erpressiv

corres-prin:7 sounds.

This

was the last step in the history of writing, for rothil.!-, iew
with the structural form of writing has happened since then.66
Al) alphabets then developed, at various historical
times in Europe and America and they are n11 directly or indireetly related to the Grecian set of letters.
out of that country in several directions:

They flowed

to the 'lestern

world; to Asin :;inor with its adaotations for the Lyciar,
tlyrns and others (Alexander carried a copy of Eomer's
worIcs %:itt hi-, wherever he went in his 7.ilitar.: eam2a14-rns);
to Airica where tte Coptic alphabet developed from Grecian
letters; to the Slavonic People with the Cyrillr.c alnhabet
which became the one used with all people of the Soviet I-nion
and to the Etruscans, a lost race who lived in Lorthern
Italy until 25& E.C!. when they were overpowered by Rome, and
whose written lancf,uage has remained undeciphered to this cay.69
67-,..
- Celh,
69_
!.farshall

D.

84.

land T. T:ent, Lanruae and 1- ='h77.1olo
cncc and Co., 1 c12:5), n.

(Boston:
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CHAPTER V

WRITEG:

THE GREEKS HAD WORDS FOR IT

The "Glory that was Greece" was removed to Ronle when
she was overcome in the first century, but the conquerors
were profoundly influenced by Classical Greece and the scholars who had been active even during the years of Roman seige.
Such great scholars and writers es Ovid, Sophecles, Ecripides,
Virgil, Plato, Aristotle, and many others had publishee their
works through houses that employed scores of professional
4

sc-ibes."

Alexarder had introduced schools of bhilolory

(handwriting) and established universities and pagan schools
apart from the churches.

Rome set about absorbing Hellenistic

culture (another name for GrPcian culture), acquiring sculpture, architecture, and literary works, and establishing
Litterator schools similar to those of Alexander, for she
preferred the beautiful letters and handwriting of the conquered country.71
The situation was the same in Rome as it had been in
Greece, an archaic handwriting had been used before they

70Pinner, p. 52.
71
Frank P. Graves, !
-,:onasticism, Tlie History of Education
Durinr the :Addle Ages (eAz York: The Y:cMillan Co., 19C9),
33

34
bcan usinr tte alnhabet.

7Ltsuvius crupte0 in

the year 79, and buried a aoman city caller: Fc7.peii, the
event may have brought an abrupt end to that early writing
developTent which has been discovered with anthropology.

On

the :•alls, and on wax tablcts fc..rld in that unearthed city
there have been found samples of an early Ro-uan e•ursive
writing which indicates that it wa.s tauc_eht in schools, and
may have been used by the aaperor Julius Caesar.72
It is interesting to note that some of our own letter
forms bear a resemblance to the "Old Roman Cursive:
\T
was
, "x" was -% , "y" was
and "z" was
.

'tact

Other

characteristics of this old cursive was the dimie-iched size
of the letters, and the "ascenders" and "descenders," which
were anparently forgotten until later writing developments
."
When handwriting was first widely used, everythir-e
was written with separated letters, probably because they
were
in the habit of "writing" on stone or metal.

Variations of

large letters were used in either rectangular or square capital letters.

The first writings were called "lapidary

scriPts" because they were copied from the hard surfaces.

In

Ror:e the name was cap.:tails quadrate, referring to their
square capital letters first incised in perfect proport
ions
on the Trajan Column in 114 A.D., in honor of
the Zmperor
by that name.

The column still stands today in the ruirs of

72Tannenbaum, p. 7.

Yori::

73,
1„ne
Etiealble, Orion, Pool: of the T.Iritten Vord (New
Orion Press, 1961) T) "l.

•
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Rome ald disnlays the capitals which have been used as the
basis for all other letters, with variations used in every
age and in every country.74
They were of equal height, carefully proportioned
between parallel guiding lines and most of them were
square or accordingly Proportioned. Some of the
letters had a finishing line which we
now know as "serifs" cut perpendicularly
across the ends of the strokcs.75
t.,
r if

'

These beautiful classic letters,
4

however, did not lend themselves to rapid

4

writing and even the earliest scribes desired a method of writing more swiftly;
7iblical prcphets had their own cursive
writing: the Phoenicians, who wanted
speed above all else, also had a careless
cursive; and in Greece a "cursive quality"
appeared in thc Classical age when the pen
and quill made writing on the new light
mcdiums--parchment and vellum--easier.76
They discovered that rounded corners vere
rnore easily executed than square ones, so
'uncial" writing came into being, the name
--ye- to the-1 meaning "inch."
-,,r;tir

The rounded

was used in a rather crude state

,raian," The —orld Eook Encyclonedia, .
8816.

York:

7c
-David Dirinp•er, Writins' - Ti7e Illuminated
Frederic1:. A. Praeger PdbliSil-;.nr: Co.,
76.chompson, p. 77.
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before the cr, l' of :-,reecc to the Ro7ans, but Ly the tis-.e of
Christ, a handso:ne broad uncial was used as well as sloping
uncial forms, tl.e first real "handwritin."77
may well have u77ed uncial writin

Jesus Christ

when he wrote in the sand

in defense of the harlot; in fact, Christians quickly accepted
'1r

the rounded letters as they thought the square capitals of
,

the Romans to be pagan.78
In Rome, in the fourth century, the square capitals
gave way to a new capital, more easily written and called
"Rustica." which was not "rustic" at all, but an elegant letter, taller and thinner than the earlier

capitals

C

r +-

whi,lh was used for all types of

com,unication for approximately a hundred
years.79

k

717 7-rac

-P

easier to write but still had to be

7:1'.:r11

carefully executed with a square tipped pen held straight up
and down between the first two fingers; and it still retained
the appearance of a "capital script."

The Aeneid, and St. Call's

ccrAes cf Vircil's worl:s were rewritten at tat tin:- in
"Rustica."8°
the fifth century, "Rustica" was abandoned for
imoro%ed ;n'-ial vniting and was then used for emphasis (as we
use itali-s cos...:-) but a taste of the convenient rapid
77-11--

• .

.
7. •
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•••

aren:e F. Hornung, Letterinc, From A. to Z.
lishing Co., 1.)),
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writing had been a hea(!y thing, for Roman writers, so r'ne
"half-uncial" and the "minuscule" were developed.
Both of these letter desigrs were rapidly
written small letters, "half-uncial" \-)

'

T

/)
.N`r• C)

so-named because it indicated "half-inch"
H

and was yet another capital script, except

^

for its shrunken size; and "minuscule" which was the first
budding of the small cursive letters we use.81
Some letter changes came about in the sixth century
also with the small letters; for instance, the loop of the
"a" was brought up to the top of the beginning back stroke:
the "p" design of tle "r" was given a little right arm:
and the "s" became an elongated letter with an ascending top:
4 , which caused confusion with the similar "r" design.

The

,
c
)

"b" lost its upper loop and became "b" instead of: 'a , and
the "d" acquired a perpendicular stem: ,T
;
•

was closed and

ft 1•t

, the top of the

became a tall ascending stem.

tf

not yet found its pace and the "t" had not developed its
cross at this time.82
It may be that these ascenders and descenders ca-.1e
about t'aroull'h carelessness and bad habit what with the mass
production of books in both Greece and Rome for which huge
numbers of scribes were employed.
continued

This venturesome spirit

however. end the larrr.e letters

8 Ibid.
L
e2Tbid.

used with
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minuscules were thc.1 dubLed "mojuzcules.n83
Trytoimaginereadingalineofwritingwithoutorddivisions!
This is the way it was in the beginning of the art of writing.
There was no separation with the Greeks, or th9, writers before
them, and very little word-division in Roman use.S4
The earliest books consisted of a number of lines of
continuous writing in capital letters. There were
seldom any divisions of the text—into pgragraphs or
chapters, or even one word from another."
The direction of writing varied too.

The Egyptian

had written "columnar" or in lines from right to left; the
Semites had written in both directions; the Greeks likeA
Boustroohedone which means "ox turning" because they were
reminded of the path of oxen as they plowed a furrow to the
erd, then turned to plow in the other direction.
By the fifth century B.C., however, this method
had yielded to that we use at the present, from left to
right.
The widening world of the

oman demanded these more

rapidly written scripts, for there were records, reports,
orders, and much social writing to be done.

And where the

Roman soldier went, the missionary went; where the missionary
went, he established schools and introduced writing to the
rest of the expanding world, which included Ireland and
England.
ta4

"Thompson, p. 78.
P.
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CHAPTER VI
WRITING:

THE IRISH LIGHTED IT WITH COLD

Ireland was a fair, green island that lay far from the

?-4

upheavals of the European world, a land where millions of
birds sang in the vast, uncleared forests and over the craggy
cliffs.

It seemed an unlikely

place where /earning would

blossom, but when the Roman Empire collapsed toward the end
of the fifth century, Roman culture collapsed too.

Writing

ceased abruptly and great schools were scattered by the conquering hordes of barbarians who swept into Euror)e.

The

craft, howevar, in Roman script styles, was sheltered in

_aft

places87 such as the cloisters and monasteries of Ireland, the
only country which was out of reach and immune to the barbarians.
There had been no schools in that country except
Druidic schools, established by the Celts who took the island
from its earliest inhabitants."

In all other countries except

Eire all early literature was written in Latin about TIo-nan
events and relic:ion, bat unlike En,-land, Ireland was never a

87Ao('h de Blacam, The First Book of Irish Literature
from EarliPst Ti-es to the Present Drirerd:
Talbot lress, 1948),
S8,
"yles Dillon, Early Irish Literature (Ghicc-o:
University of Chicago Press, Icti
- 7T-1). :v.
39
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Roman province and she was able to pre
serve her oldest literature in the vernncular (native spe
ech) written in Latin
89
"letters."
There were "letters" before Christian
ity in early
Ireland too; an alphabet called "og
ham" a cryptographic
(secret) script which was not rea
lly used for "writing" but
for keeping accounts, calendars
and for incising.90 The
Druids believed in the old, sac
red custom of oral teaching
and refused to set down the
ir philosophy and teachings in
"writings. ,,91
These strangely garbed members of
the "literay- y caste"

ti.

held audiences spellbound rec
iting poetry about the noble
events from their own Celtic
background. Within the literary
caste were two important cla
sses, the file, or poets who wer
e
keepers of the national tra
dition, and the druids, the tea
ch92
ers of philosophy and cus
tom.
Their meeting places were in
the open air of the hillsi
des, in the market places of
their
tiny villages, or on the
sands of the shores. It was at
such
places of assemblage tha
t they recited long genealogies
and
"imparted knowledge" to the
common people, and the kings
and
chiefs as well. When mis
sionaries arrived in Ireland the
y
found people who knew dis
cipline and were ready studen
ts
althouch the "sacred custom
of oral teaching was maintaine
d
89Blacam
, p. 4.
91Dillon, p. xvi.
92_
slacam, p. 4.

90

• d.
Ibi

for two centuries even after the Latin method of writing was
taught,n93 bef-inning

during the latter part of the fourth

century.
European monks crossed the dark waters in their longboats or they took leave of the British Isles, fleeing north
when they were no longer protected by Roman soldiers, to
britig Christianity and learning to Ireland.

The Britons did

not accept their letters and religion but Christianity came
to the Irish as a new ardour, and it was embraced with typical
Irish passion.94 In the era that followed, secular writing
(non-religious) and religious literature flourished side by
side with Ireland's native speech Preserved

in VIE, L_tin

alphabet.95
Although Ireland was a singularly beautiful "island
of woods, where the bird flocks of Eire came to bark in the
sun," the earliest Irishmen spent much of their lives in war-

4

fare and in raiding neighboring territory which included the
western coasts of Roman Britain.96
Returning from one of these raids in the third century, they brought back a young, sixteen-year old boy who had
been captured in Britain, the son of a minor Roman official
in that country.

'ft

This boy's name was Patrick.

p.

Fe was put to

5.

941-ienry Csbc,
.rne Taylor, The Nedieval 1,1ind, A History
of the Development of Thouznt and EmotiT7—Th the Iad:Ile Ar*es.
(1,onoon:
.acl.LTilan and Co., 1936), 57-133.
Dillon, D. xvi.
96B/ocar7.,

' PPE441,0" Pr.101117S1W1111P
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work as a slave but sc7:etime later meraged to escape to
France where he leartu-'_ to read and write Latin, and where he
also became a Christian monk in the Roman Churcn.

Eventually

Patrick returr.ed to England and was reunited with his family,
and while there he had a vision, or dream, that he should
return to the pagan island and convert the very people who had
stolen hin from his boyhood home.

This he did in the year 321

when he established his first monastery at Argham.97
The monasteries in St. Patrick's day were only little
ecclesiastical settlements, small towns built around little
wooden churches.

`;evertheless, these settlements latc_,r becamP.

great centers of learning extendirw even out into the Febridcs,
the Shetland islands, and particularly to a bare, rocky
island off the Scottish coast where later, 545, St. Colu7ba
established ore of the most famous scribal schools on an
island called Iona.98
St. Patrick was a poor scholar and his Latin was crude,
but he was a remarkable bishop, who established 360 churches
in Ireland during his thirty-year mission.

His handwriting,

learned at Auxerre, in France was "half-.1ncia1- with the
small and 1ar.1-e letters used together; it was similar but
more rounded than the Roman letters.

with this handwriting

he wrote his Confession, the first piece of true Irish
writing.

Other, better educated, missionaries follewel him

97Thecdosia Fenner, "Ireland's St. Patrick,"
Daily Oklahon, 1.:arch 11, 195S, sec.
P. 3.
08
-
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in Ireland and they used the half-uncial in the monasteries
but as time went by--from the fifth to the ninth centuries-these monks, besides building more durable church buildi
ngs
and establishing a well-organized religious system
, also
developed a true national Irish "hand."

This hand had to be

drawn carefully but it was based on the half-uncial brough
t
from the continent an

it enabled the scribes to write fester

than they had done before.

In the process of writing faster,

they began to use "points" instead of the original rounde
d
curves.99
This style of "hand" came to be known as "pointed
writing" which resembled neither the rounded continental
letters or the square Roman capitals.

"It was a beautiful and

precise writing and pointed thc way to the 'minus
cule,' a
less ornamental and even more quickly written
hand."100
The Irish ronastic schools were founded mainly
for the
purpose of instructing "in the Lord's service"
but children,
as early as the fourth cer,tury, were accepted
as pupils where
they learned to read Latin, to chant, work
arithmetic, read
.=

the sun dial, also to write.

And monks, especially those of

tle Benedictine order were urged to learn
writing and "preserve in the work of copying, a service most
acceptable to
God.„101

99
Dirirrfer, p. 170.
100
luic.
10
1onastic Schools," The Catholic Encycloredia,
1957, IX, 103D.
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This 'work of copyir" was carried on in a special
room in each monastery, set aside for that purpose.

It was

called the "scriptorium" where borrowed books were copied.
441)

Monks, especially those of the warmer climates found this
pleasant work, but to the zealous, brown-frocked scribe monks
who spent their days in the cold, unheated Irish scriptoriums,
it probably meant suffering, for no candles could be used for

- -4

light in the stone lined rooms, nor could they have fireplaces
for warmth within the work area.

The reason for this was

that the manuscripts which were borrowed and copied were priceless, and the vellum or parchment on which they were written
was extremely expensive.

Therefore, they could risk no spark

for warmth.102
The Irish scribes followed the routine of all other
scriptoriums:

several people were involved, with a sort of

"overseer" who was called the Eperier who gave out materials
(pen, ink, knives, awls and rulers) to the scribes.

He

also gave sheets of parchment, each of which he folded and
arranged in the position for which it was to be used (in the
form of a "codex," which was the early shape of the book as
we krow it).

As no corwsrsation was allowed--only gestures

were used for com-unication--the scribe's job was a lonely
103
one.
He would set about his job however, ruling off margins,
makin5, guidelines so that there would be an imperceptible line

York:

102
7eith Cordon Irwin, The Romance of "Jritin2 (';ew
Lon:tans, Green and Co., 19L,b), p. 74.
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to follow, and then he would write with his black ink.

—hen

he finished four sheets, his text was proofr z_J by a reader
and then passed, without error, to the rubricator, a specialist who put in the titles, headlines, decorative border and
versals (large ornamented letters) with colors me • at the
104
monastery.
The rubricator and the scribe produced what are knovn
as "illuminated books" which were the speciality of the Irish;
mach of the fine literature of antiquity would be lost to us
had it not been for the labor of these monks in nothera
Theirs was a monwlental labor; sometimes a single

Ireland.

manuscript shows the aging of the scribe, who began a took in
youth and continued writing it until his handwriting grew
1
shaky with .ae.ip5
After the scribe and rubricat.lr were finished, their
book was then ready for binding.

As early as the Irish illu-

minated books, the sheets of parchment were fastened with
leather strips passe -1 through holes in the pages and then
knotted at the back.

But his method was improved and boards

were eventually used--often covered with well-tanned leather-and fastened with metal clasps to hold the whole codex
together.
The story of the ancient Celt has come down to us
from the centers abut the scribe, that consummate
artist who copied, illustrated, and annotated the
104Tewin, e. 76.
1(15Tstelle H. Ries, Ifother
Co., 1930), p. 249.
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great ctorieP of the oeonle of Ireland an treasured
up one lifeblood of long dead mclAfier spirits in
great folio vellum manuscrilits.'
Lecaase of the many colors and the orofuse use of gold
in maki• t.

these books, they must have had a sins-ularly shinincf

quality to people who lived in those dark days, especially in
the darkness of the monasteries.

For that reason they are

called illuminated--lighted--by colors.

The decoration cen-

tered around what we now call capital letters (they were called
large letters or versals then) and the old Phoenician letters
had come a long way from the crude ox head, fence post, and
teat flap to become beautiful,

creative designs.

The Book of :ells, the most farnnus of all the Irish
illuminated books, is often called the .- oast beautiful book in
the worl':1, co beautiful, in fact, that it "mist have been
written by the ange1s."1°8
. . .its ornamentation, which is almost incredibly delicate and ingenious, is for artists the
supreTe of ornamentsi gil what is called the Celtic
interlaced patterns."'
The Book of Kells came a hint of the minuscule
letter, although it was written in both uncials and
half-unzials.

It also used something, vaguely, which had

not bee- .used before, that is the occasional spacing betoeen
words. '
,
:ritten at the monastery of Kells, it survived, miraculously. the Yorse invasions rhich came later and is now

n. 13.
- rnunj, P. 22.
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preserved at Trinity College ir. D.1121irl, Irelard.110
In the fifth century, after having been the cultural
cehter of the world for several oenturies, the Irish began
to send out missionaries to the European continent (Roman
culture had nearly vanished by that time, and many of the
Arts were forgotten).

Many of them found careers under

Charlemagne who staffed his schools in the newly won Empire
with the learned Irishmen.

CleTent who had been master of

the palace school of that corqueror taught grammar and writing;
Dicuil wrote on geography and at Pavia, Dungal wrote on
eclipses.

Poetry was written and taught by Druindmel.

Jobanres Eruic:r,ena was Master of the Palace School of Charles
the Bald of France and Sedulius Scottus became a teacher in
Liege.

And from the island of Iona, went St-. Columba to

Bobbio in Italy where he had great influence on later wr.ting
developments.111
All these scholars taught and wrote with their exquisite Irish pel-mansh-the Inch Point, half-uncial cnd the
majuscule.
From the island of Iona, missionaries also crossed
the narrow waters to teach the Ficts of Scotland, and descended into Northu.r,bria in Eno-land where there was a constant
interchange of religion and education as well as warfare.
--rsncJar

hc-1 been occupied for nearly five hundred

years at the ti-'e of St. Patrick, but in the year 43 A.D.,

lijIbid.
12-1-31ac -1-1, p. 45.
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the Roman soldiers were called home to defend Rome itself,
leaving thc island detenselu-.s.

The natIves, at the mercy

of Scottish Picts and the Celts of wales, asked the AnrloSaxons and :lutes to come from their German homes and protect
them.

Inste;?d, the three people occupied England, becoming

the real "Enraishmenn in the "land of the Angles."112
By the seventh century, Irish missionaries had taught
the Anglo-Saxons bow to write the word of Cod, and thus it
happened that the England of the north also learned the exquisite penmanship of the Irish.
Early Trish Letters113
1
r),.... )
Cr
C (4 e• f

I)

114
Perfected Irish Scrint

)

rnIL C
112Ibid.
113,
lannenbaum, p. 8.
1142:bid.
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CHAPTc7t VII
E:GLAYD ieTSOREED 1VJC'F'.EILISFED IT
1,Then the Celts and the

nlo-Saxons came to the Island

of Sriton, they brought little with the

besides their ships,

and their swords and shields; they brought no hooks or means
of makin

books, for writing was to them practically an

unknown art.

They were familiar with runic letters and could

carve them, but no one ever thought of sittin4 down 4-0 write
a 5o4-k.

They rang the. 1:instrels are a part of the oldest

knovlede of that island, n-instreis who could sing long stories
about the deeds of the older heroes of their race.115
There is a legend about the event that caused religion and learning to be brought the south of England:

a

youne' monk named Gregory happened to see some blend, blue-eyed
toys teine- sold as slaves in the 7:art.et place of Rome.

He

was told that they had bean captured in a far-away northern
island named Deira, which was one of the kingdoms of -orth
England at that ancient time.

Later when he became Pope he

remembered the fair young boys and decided to establish
missions on the iglerds that were inhabited by those
blond,
115/14,eerge Philir Frapp, In Oldest Eeel:cad, (-ew York:
y:ans,
and Co., 1932), p. 21.
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blue-eyed people.116
He chose a monk by the name of Aurustine, who, x,ith a
little band of teachers and preachers went into the island in
spring of 596 where they converted the king, Ethelbert, to
Christianity, establishing a mission as time went by, at
Canterbury.

Writing in England began soon after the arrival

of St. Augustine in Kent when some unknown scribe wrote out
The Laws of Ethelbert which is the earliest document written
in the Enrlish language.117
The north portion of England, a cold, densely wooded
area, was made up of small warrinr kingdoms (one of which was
Deira).

It was to this area that missionaries had been sent

from Ireland; Englishmen date the conversion of the i-orth to
the reign of Edwin, one of the northern kings, and his bishop
Paulinus.

Oswald, a later king, also influenced learninr and

relirion in the '::orth.

He had been sheltered by St. Columba

in the monastery at Iona during his youth where he learned
to
have the highest respect for his Irish teachers.

When he

became king he remembered them and sent lack for them to
come
and teach at his mission at York.
selected to direct that monastery.

The monk, Alden, was
And in both the S'Iuth

and in the Thrth, the English people used the Irish halfuncial,
developing their

own national hanr!writinr and usinz both the

nointed and rounded varieties (Eadfrith, the 3ishop
of
116_ .
11 7
- 7. E. Harmon, Anrlo-Sa;:on Wr;ts (Yanchester,
England! Universit! of 1:anchester Tresn, 1952),
n. 16.

wIllt"1111,W1t;

,S041115,
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Lindisfarne, used the round uncial, ard the Venerable Bede
wrote with the rointcd

ariety, both in the seventh century.)118

As the nest three centuries passed, monasteries were
founded in England by godly men, and from them emerged such
talented monks as Caedmon who composed noems at the Whitby
monastery atop the high cliffs of one of England's most
ancient towns on the North Sea.

This lowly servant in the

monastery received his gift for making Poems directly from
God Himself, so the story in told, and although he never
learned the art of writing, his poems were preserved by
the
educated monks who listened to them and wrote them dovn in
the pointed handwriting they had inherited from the
Irish.119
The monasteries in England at that time were also,
small meager centers: Caedmon and his fellow monks lived
in
old-fashioned, wooden, straw-thatched houses which resem
bled
the shacks used from earliest times.

But in the seventh

century there came from Rome to North England
a missionary,
Benedict, who was not satisfied with the appea
rance of the
morastcries.

He had been accustomed to better surroundings

and was not content with the shabby, wooden
structures, so
he set about building his monastery (at
Wearmouth) of stone;
furthemore he had windows made of glass--an ali.o
st unheard
of luxury in those days!

Besides these innovations, he also

placed pictures en the walls and establishe
d the first Enlish
11 Krapp,
p. 36.
119
p. 19.
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library of several hundred volumes.
;-,t_ :ea:mouth there wana young altar boy by the rame
of Bede--it was the only name given to him at birth--who
spent his whole life in the peace and quiet of St. Benedict's
monastery where he studied from the books of that great
library.

He learned to write in the pointed uncial forms of

the Irish hand and later taught this handwriting to his
numerous Pupils.

His handwritten books were numerous ard they

were circulated all over the European continent.

Not only

did Eede write Latin works, but he translated Latin works into
Anglo-Saxon; in fact, he was writing the Gospel of St. John
into Anglo-Saxon on his death bed.121
In the very year of the death of the Venerable Bede
(735) there was Porn in England another person who was to
become very important to the story of writing.

This was

Al-uin (:.l-kin) wl.o grew up to become a monk at York where
he learned to write the Irish Uncial hand.

During his life-

time he saw fighting and feuding between the ruling families
of England, until in deperation he would periodically leave
the country to travel in Europe.

On one tour he had the good

fortune of meeting Carl the Great, or Charlemagne, in Rome.
Charlemagne had been busily conquering most of Europe and
.4

became the Holy Roman Emperor, Ruler of all Frankish
Lands.122
12 °ibid., p. 20.
12)Tbiei

n
•

L•

21.

1224. F. McDonald, "Charlemagne," The World
Book
edia, 1957, III, 1326.
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This new ruler dreamed of unifying Europe, for it had
been in chaos and corfusion since the fall of :one.

Sore

order was beinning to appear witb a slow rebirth of culture
during the Middle Ages when the practice of writing ar.d the
knowledge of the alphabet began to emerge from the cloisters
"National hands" had begun to develop in every country such
as that of the Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Lombards, Franks, and
the Ar;.10-Iris
h Insular hand which was considered the most
beautiful and influential of them all.

Yo matter what terden-

cies the various writings had, they were still all derived
from the Roman scripts.123
Charlemagne observed that all national hands were difficult to

read because scribes had been crreless in the clois-

ters, or they had been poorly trained, and individual scribes
had used unreadable abbreviations.

To make things even

worse, a scribe by the name of Tiro, secretary to Cicero in
Rome, had invented a sort of shorthand called "Tironic
notes.u124 Consequently mrny errors had been made in copying
the scriptures and Charlemagne determined to remedy this
situation.

His solution was to establish a standard hand-

writing throughout Western Europe, and to correct all the
mistakes that had been made in copying the Bible.125
123y

esbitt, p. 25.

124
Herkimer County Historical Society, The Story of
the Ty7c,:riter (Herkirtier, yes; York: Herkimer county gIc:torical
Society,
p. 13.
125„
estitt, P. 29.
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Although Charlemagne, himself, never learned to write,
he was a genius at organization and he 'mew that his first
step was to create this standard handwriting.

He remembered

Alcuin, who had the reputation of being the foremost Bible
scholar in Europe and who also knew how to write the beautiful
Irish hand.

The new ruler sent for Alcuin at York to come to

Aachen in France as head of the Palace school and to advise
him about books and letters.

The monk then worked with some

of the most outstanding scholars of Europe in inventing a
standard hand for this unusual task.126
At York, in England, Alcuin had seen a number of new
developments in handwritin
monastery there.

as he worked and taught in the

Back in his earliest years, of course, Irish

pointed writin: had held sway, but there had been a tendency
to shorten and to join letters whether they were written
pointed or rounqed.

This “joinircf" first began with "liga-

tures," that is, the joining of only one or two letters in
words such as had been used to a small degree in the writing
of The Eook of Kells (one of the commonest ligatures was made
with "e" and
1-4

Tt" the design which eventually developed into

the ampersand:
and the use of

4

).
/)

And with the joining of more letters

both small and large letters together

handwriting began to take on a distinctive "cursive" appeararce.127
Alcuin, naturally, had all these thinrs in mind when
he went to France, although in hi n travels he

had also observed

127
:sesbitt. n. 29.
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the handwriting of other countries.
were usin:-

attr

At that tine the French
letter [.:'! there :ere

ti.ie clear

other designs that Alcuin and his colleagues studied and
refined.

Finally they worked out what was called the "Caro-

lingian minuscule" (meaning "Chaf.lemagne's small letter')
which was a cross betweeA half-uncials (short capitals) a.L-Ld
cursive (running, joined writing).

This was the first real

minuscule (small letter) to be wl-itter instead of Printed
painstakingly, as the old scribes had done.128
After the new minuscule was developed and approved by
CharlemaRne, a decree was issued by him in the year 789 that
-ll existing literature, legal codes, ecclesiastical services,
the Gospels, everythincf was ordered to be rewritten in the
standard hand.

Although he cannot be given all the credit

for Carolingian handwriting, the Englishman, Alcuin, unquestionably had great influence on it.

Actually it kept on

developing, changing and becoming more perfect from its
first introduction until long after the death of both Alcuin
1 ,1(1
and Charlemagne.
But ironically, the new Carolingian writing was not accepted in Alcuin's home, the 2ritish Isles, until
much lator.13°

le

r/

• L

At the time that Europe was enjoying the standard handwritingin the relative Peace of the Continent, England was
128 .
Ibid.
129-esbit-t, p. 19.
120 . .
01.rIrier, p. 173.
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forced into warfare once 1:ore in combating
inva,,ions wade by
the Norsemen.

Fortunately, for that country, a very wise

man took the throne in 871 and it is no exag
geration to say
that King Alfred revived learning in England
when it was
almost extinct. 131
Bede and Alcuin and other early Englishm
en of culture
had long been dead when he came to the thro
ne, and he complained that few of his countrymen could read
and write, saying, "So clean fallen away was learning in
the Angle race
that there were very few on this side of
the Humber who would
know how to render their service book into
EnglitAl or to
read off an epistle out of Latin into Engl
ish.

.so few of

them were there that I cannot thin
k of so much i!; a single
one south of the Thames when I took the
realm."
Alfred compiled the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
so thaF
there would be a record of Anglo-Saxon
England a:: he knew it.
He recalled that when he was young before
Wessex fell to the
ravages of the Danes that the churches
had been lull of fine
libraries, and although the clergy had
been numerous they
profited little by the books since
they could not understand
Latin.

All books, of course, were written in
Latin at that
133
time.
He also hearkened back to the days when
his fore-

fathers had occupied the Island,
a time when they knew only
runic letters (the Futhark) with whic
h to write.
13/Oman
, p. 43.
132Irwi
n, or,. 74-75.
133Hornung, p. 19.
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Althow;h the Futturk has no direct influence on the
pnent nf hardwriting, two of its signs were retained
for hundreds of years:

the "wen" (used for the sound "w")

and the "thorn" (representing the "dh" sound).

The 'wen" was

C_,-opped when the French needed the sound for their "dou
ble u"
but the "thorn" has been used sporadically all through
the
134
centuries.
The original symbol for the thorn was the "d"; the
uncial "d" which reached King Alfred was written

, and

he changed it, crossing the ascender as we do the
"t":
Just before printing was invented, the barred "d" was chan
ged
to the symbol,

7,
) , and

the re-ular "y" was doti_ed so

that one could discriminate between the-t.

This caused con-

fusion in the use of such words as "the" (Ye) "the
re" (Yr)
and "those, this" (Ys) so that it was ultimately
returned to
its original shape.135
The reign of Alfred was a single spark of
light in a
dark age, for the tenth century was the very
depth of the
Dark Ages, when the wisest thought the end
of things was
near and when strong -..en quaked with dread
at the sign of any
unusual occurre.,se--a-1 eclipse, comet or even
the sound of
strong winds.136 it was a
time of utter hopelessness and
Alfred was determined to dispel that hope
lessness by making
learning available to the Youth. He estab
lished schools-1341bi
.d.

135
Hornung, p. 22.
136Krapp, p. 83.
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the first being, the "Great School" at his capital in 'N'ir
chester,
a school that was not for royal children alone, but
also for the
sons of Plain ordinary neople.137
He, himself, had to scholars follow him all throug,h his
busy days, reading_ aloud such works as Eede's Ecclesia
stical
Eistory of Entgland, Orosius's History of the worl
d and Pope
Gregory's Pastoral Care, works which he then had translat
ed
from Latin into Anglo-Saxon.

evertheless much literature

disappeared in the devastating invasions of the
Danes and,
"Schools and monasteries were plundered; books were
destroyed
or lost on an appalling scale. .
Alfred spent most of his life fighting the Danes,
and
was finally forced to give up a Part
of I'.orthumbria, called
"Danelaw," but

arfare continued for the next century so that

from the ti-de of his death, to the
Conquest in 1066 writing
was kept alive either in a great flig
ht to the Continent of
all learned scholars, or in retreats
with the English tr.onks
to their in-land cloisters.139
One of the most famous early works to emer
ge from
i
England was one similar to The Book of
Kells called the
Lindesferne Cosnels. another beautifully
illuminated book
which is cherished as o7e of the worl
d's treasures. It lias
written in the rounded uncial letters
before the pointed
7%riting of the island became dominant
. The pointed, arter
137Ibid., p. 34.
13P31acal, p. 5.
139
Ilar:aon, P- 3?.
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writing cf the English differed 4".rom the Irish "hanc.'." in that
it was iore pointed, so much so that it was called "1- rickely"
. .
writing. 140 Until the Normans came in the eleventh century,
this prickely writing was used and would probably have been
used indefinitely if the French had not :nrced the Eng11.1 to
accept their famous minuscule. 141
After the first shock of the Norman conquest, there
was "Noranizing" of all English traditions and an intermingling of Norman and English arts--among them, writing.

Callig-

raphers came from the Continent to teach handwriting and
while the English accepted their styles, they also maintained
native tradition, which produced a curious combination of the
beautiful Caroline minuscule with the Anglo-Saxon angular
letters.

And by the end of the eleventh century there was an

inclination with all Europeans to angular 1etters.142
As satisfactory as the Carolingian minuscule had been,
there was a restlessness for a change, and a turning away
from the perfected minuscule writing began.
-A

And after a cen-

tury of casting about for a more appealing writing, scribes
finally arrived at a new style at the beginning of the
thirteenth century which not only fulfilled an esthetic
need but
could be used economically.

This was important, for vellum

and parchment were frightfully expensive and the
new writing
design recuired a great deal less space cn the page than did
140Ullman, p. 78.
141Ibid.
1420iringer,

-f"111F1.41719"*

_.
pp 247-248.
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the rounded Carolingian writing.143
It is a peculiar fact that writing followed the trend
of desiFm, and this was a period of reli(iols fervor in which
people were superstitious and felt an extreme dependence upon
God.

Therefore, they made their columns and spires abnormally

tall, an expression of upliftinr to heaven, using much embellish:Pent and rococo decoration.

Their writing design showed

a kinship to their architecture, especially in the lifting
and "breaking" of their arches.144
Gothic was "broken" and then "mended" with an upward
stroke.

In this manner the perpendicular lines of all letters

were moved closer together and much more could be written on
the page.

It was economical, but it was sometimes difficult

to read, as the dark strokes were quite cicse together.145
A pat;e of Gothic Lriting had a distinct "textured"
loot: and was given the nickname, "Textura;" in fact, Ccs-hic
had several nicknames, "Black letter," "Fracture," and much
later "Old English," which is still identified with England,
although only in Germany has "Black letter" beer used as the
national hand down through the centuries.146

It seems appro-

priate that Gothic would appeal to these countries, particularly, since the broken-round writing probably resembled
the English prickely writing; and something of the stiff,

ii
CN'f,SCO, p. C.
14".
-17orrung, p. 33.
/46•
Ibid.
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precirc, 17 -)1c1 characteristics of "Black letter" fit the
national spirit of Germany.
For a L-eriod of three hundred years, however, it was
extremely popular with All countries and some interesting
developments occurred with the letters themselves during this
abbreviations were increased enormously, ligatures

period:

became common, the long-tailed "s" which resembles our printed
"f" was introduced for use in the middle of the word (it had
never been used except at the end of words before) "u's" and
"v's" were separated (they had both been used as "v's" before,
serving the same Pronunciation) "i's" acquired dots and the
uncial "c" and "r" attained permanent

shapes.

Important, too,

was that during Gothic times the consistent use of capital
letters began, with majuscules and miniscules used in combination as we use them today.147
If some capitals had not been mixed with "textured"
small letters there would have been a dreadful monotony in
the aPpearance of a page of writing.

As it happened, how-

ever, the capitals most con'aonly used with Gothic writing
were the rounded Roman capitals or some other rounded design
which relieved the monotony of the solid appearance of the
writing.
Naturally, a faster written cursive soon developed;
writing came out of the churches and became much more widespread with innumerable professional, and even itinerant
scriber roarAr5, alx)ut the country

plyirpr, their trade.

In

147Ullman, p. 135.
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Typical Gothic alphabets showing "broken mal-lds"
a-:d. "stiff" characteristics, which,
lent themselves to orna7- entation.

nevertheless

Gothic is used,

to this day, as the national hand in Germany
although it is invariably termed "Old English," in
this country.148
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Er..-land the hurriedly written,
informal (free) hand was cane':
"ccurt hal:d" and was u:,.ed for bus
iness and sscial purposes as
well as by clerks in courts.
The fort.al (set) Gothic was
called "text hard" which was use
d for all formal purposes and
was taught by writing master
s. By the fourteenth century,
every country of Europe was usi
ng a variety of "court hand"
and it was given the inelegant
name of "bastard script" because
it developed cut of the combin
ation of text and court hands.
Cursive--running writing--leaned
a little to the right, the
letters "b, d, h, and 1" acq
uired loops at the top and a cross
bar was moved to the top of the
"t" stem (it had rested at the
bottom until that time). And
for the first time, cursive
writing was a reality, that
is, writir- was executed without
lifting the pen from the paper
to mal:e each letter.149
All these develog-ctents were
important because of the
effect they had on present-d
ay handwriting; probably the mos
t
important circumstance was tha
t Gothic letters were perpetuated
as the first letter design use
d by German, Johann Gutenber,
for printing with his new inv
ention of movable. type. In
England, illiam Caxton gav
e his country the Gothic cursiv
e
called "lettre Batarde," meanin
g a "running hand.""
1
By the fifteenth century,
men again began to feel
restlessness for a chane;
tied, as they had been to a chu
rchcentered world, they desired
a more "man-centered" humanized
way of life. They were wea
ry of broken-arch architecture
and
149Hornunr,, p. 34.
150

esbitt, p. 63.
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of the stiff perpendicular letters Patterned after Gothic
design.
A great search for new ideas was made by scholars and
scribes, and in their search they turned to early Roman and
Creek literature, rediscoverin5 ,
,,orks of art and litercture.
But, unaware, they made the discovery of this literature as
it was written in the Carolingian minuscule, which had of
course, been copied by Charlemagne's scribes beginning in
740 A.D.

Yistakins. the Caroline writing for actual Roman

and Greek manuscripts, they pounced unon the lovely, rounded
writing, accepting it as the genuine style of earlier civilizations and dubbed it "antique," and "lettera antic..1z,," and
even more often as Roman writing.

Once again the Carolingian

trend swept Europe and schools were established for scribes
to teach the "antique" writing,151 for:

.4

. . .humanistic writings were a-aong the finest
ever produced. They were completely different
from those of the vanishing redieval period; they
had an impressive clearness and precision about
their parTes; ornament was used sparingly and
tastefully; the entire aesthetic effect was often
achieved simply through the elegant lettering
arranged neatly in lines that were Place&qn the
pagc as to make a delicate overall tone.i
'

•7ip

This was far different from the Gothic that had
loaded a pae with "picket fence" letters:

It was at this

time--the fifteenth century--that scholars scornf
ully
applied the name "Gothic" to the letters of the
past several
hundred years, meaning that they were crude a. d barbar
ic,

;14

153-- •
152_, .
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along with the architectural desicns which had inspired them.15,3
at the very time of the rejection of

broker" rounded

another event or. sinralar importance took place; the
discovery, by Columbus, of the Yew World, an event which came
late in the continuum of steps leadincr to handwriting in
America.
The English were showing imagination with their endless varieties of writine, trying to out-do each other with
fancy additions such as long tapering strokes, angular lines
where there should have been curves, letters leaning to the
left, decoration of capital letters and placement of "sours"
on -mall letters.

In the year 1571 the first book an handwrit-

ing in En-ji_sh was produced and entitled A Book Containing
Diverse Sartee of Fancles, which was used by Elizabeth I and her
subjects.

A Secretary hand became very popular for the common

writer—the ward "secretary" meaning "whatever might be the
popular variety at the moment."15h The Renaissance
writers
had "bad habits" and the ereat Pard was no enceot
ion.
Shakespeare's careless errors in handwritine:
his plays included:
.4

the use of the minuscule "a" as an

abbreviation for "and,"; the distortion of descenders--this one
habit gained him the reputation of a "bad penman
"—
the l000s of his "b's" were written so that
they were reistai(en
for "l's" (this caused confusion in reading
his will); he
never dotted, or used any mark over tvis
"i's"; he used a large
153 .
Ibid.
15P_
laenenbaum, a. 24.

•f•
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assort-:ent of "k's" and they all looked like "b's"
his "l's" instead of being made with :all loops were made in
a narrow, triarTular loopt
in this manner:

; and he wrote his "-I's"

--),v .155

Despite carelessness, however, and the maze of styles
that came and went, two lasting, "hands" final17 emerred that
lent themselves to the natural tendencies of the writer's
hard.

In Italy the resurrected Carolinian letters were

leaned to the right and called "Cancelleresca" (Cervantes
told the story of his picarescre hero; Petrarch's beautiful
writing was Cancelleresca and Aldus Manutius recopied
Vlrrii's works in this hand).

Henry VII was familiar with the

lovely rounded writing and Shakespeare referred to the Italia
n
writing es the "Sweet Roman hand," but it was used in 7nr,land
only to a limited degree by educated men until the sil.:te
enth
century.

They called it "italic" and it has lasted until our
time, being used in various ways.156
The court hand of England was fused, finally, with

rounded Italic and with'strong influence from the
French, there
developed from that combination, the "roundhand"
which was
peculiar to England; it was familiar to Queen Elizab
eth and
King James, but it did not come into its oryn
until the tine
of Cromwell when England became the foremo
st commercial ration;
roundhand the

became the standard business hand used and was

155 •
I Ad., n --). 24-25.
156,

estitt,

D.

1144.

co7ie:1 by other nntions with whom the 7nrli
sh trrJle'.167
.4

na,1 be-sun in a-1 era jut Tsrce-!in- thc
di.3-

s1

covery of A-lerica at a tie when
boot:3 were scattered thinly
over the 2uropean contiaent and mos
t of the world was illiterate. But after printing, came bool
:s; among them were copybooks which were prited and used
for instruction in teaching
writing. George Shelley's handbook
called :"atural Writinr,
(1709) became the pattern for Englis
h writing masters and
Englishmen developed great vir
tuosity in the technique of
flourishing and in the use of rou
ndhand.158
Invariably the penman's copy
of Roman capitals reflecting the book contained a page
influence of the
Renaissance with its enthusiasm
for all things classic.
Along with this page there con
stantly appeared the
various desi2,ns of the "Cancelle
of the humanistic cursive. Fol resca" a development
low
there was a page of Cancelleresc ing these designs
a capitals, which were
called initials. The ampersand
was introduced in the
first copy SUU7s. 1-ot neglectin
g anyone, the copy-book
writer included Pages of leg
al, or mercantile hands
which were influenced by the
cursive or Gothic hands,
a set of corresponding "in
itial" to be used with it
called "majuscule mercantile.i59
Vriting and type design took the
ir separate ways, of
course, and the practices of
hal-tdwriting books declined
until
the scribes were forced to bec
ome teachers, or to find oth
er
employment, and at the beginning of
the 1700's manuscript
books were abandoned and the
practice of personal, everyday

1571bid.
158
Ibid., p. 115.
159
Ibid.
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handriting became widespread for other pur7)oses.160
Roundhand served as a basis for "calli:-,raphy"(1,eautiful handwriting) and per:nanship, both of which were Possible
through the use of the pointed steel pen.

Roundhand was

legible, neat in appearance, and above all, -.lore swiftly written than any of the hands used in Europe; even such practical
men of affairs as Samuel Pcpys becarle interested in beautiful

Round nind
/07,z.
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writing.

Prominent calligraphers and engravers were of great

influence on Englishmen through their letter designs.

Promi-

nent among eighteenth century penmen was George Bickman whose
virtuosity is shown on

.6ke

following page.

He uses three

distinct writing styles which we have been discussing:

the

broken arch (written with much flourish, for Corhic lent
itself to Ornamentation) the si-aple Roman capitals, and roundhand small letters and capitals.

The

long "s" design was

used for a long time in England and even in America
where
Benjamin Franklin was very fond of it for his enr.rav
inr,s.
16' •
Ibid.
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Caslon, basically a printer, was also
importa,lt letter designer and yherever exnansion ad colonization of the British F.':..pire went, Caslon's letters also wen-,-.
His alphabet was the first to arrive and to be used in
printinL,
„ and it was also used during the Industrial
Revolution both here and in other parts of the world.

People,

learning to write, used the best copper Plates, Caslon's, from
which thev learned their letters in copy books.163
163
Hornung, p• 56.

CRAFTER VIII
WRITI -G:

ARTIFACTS 'rE.RE VITAL TO IT:

STICKS, STO\ES, 1:0'ES; RAGS,
BAGS, A:::D BIRD 7EATHER!
In its route as it has almost reache
d the shores of
the 7:ew

orld, handwriting has changed many tim
es in for.u,

and has beco:ne easier as it develo
ped over the centuries.
The mai. reason for this was the chance in nat
ecials, for
the urge to write faster made man
search unceasi-.-ly for
smoother surfaces and more effect
ive instruments that he
could use morc easily for creati
n- letzers.
The earliest barbarian lighted his
way into the underground caves with smoky torche
s and drew pictures on smooth
stone walls. I-?ow he reached the
high levels of the walls, or
what he used to apply the col
ors he cave his bison, antelope,
horses and other creatures,
we will never knew. The smooth
surface of stone. however, was
a ;-,erfect surface for his pictures, as it was to be centur
ies later for Er,yptian priests
who carved their Picture
writing on stone surfaces with
chisels and knives.
In Cu7eria, the Seraites used
clay for everythirF!
They built their houses and
temples, as well as rheltcrs
fences for annals with
clay. Business men used tablet
s of
72

73
clay to keep their business accounts, and the schoolmaster
used a large, smooth slab of clay as his "lack-board" to
'each!- y.

Early Sumerians who wrote a rounded, stylied form

of letters, used an instrument that resembled an ordinary
nail; thus their writing was called--"nail writing." 164
Later when their letters became even more stylied, they
switched to a stylus (similar to a stiletto), a long, narrow,
metal or wooden instrument with a wedge-shaped end that enabled
them to make their strange looking letters or "cuneus."

The

Latin word "cuneus" means "wedge" and therefore, "wedge-form
writing" is known as "cuneiform" writing.

One can see by

looking at such writing that the letters were not really "written" on the wet clay but were "punched" into tablets of clay
by school boys and others who could write.

When one wished to

keep a clay letter, or when school boys finished their da,7's
lessons on clay tablets (which resemble our building bricks)
the bricks were taken to an oven where the lesson, or letter
was baked and preserved. 165
A
In Egypt, the first
surface to be used for writing
was also smooth stone, but papyrus was invented by the Egyptians about 5000 B.C.; a material similar to paper, it was
made
from a reed (plant) which grew on the banks of the Nile
River
and it was perfectly suited to the swifter forms of
writing
that became necessary to the common people.

Pliny the Elder,

says the Process of making papyrus was complicated and
difficult

Doblhofer, p. 88.
165Tanncnbaum, p. 49.

and even irat)ractical, for when it
was thin it could be broken
by a heavy stro.:e of a ?C'i, and
wtsen it dried it wus as brittle
as dead leaves. Yet it surv
ived as a writi-r surfaee until
the ei-th ceetury aid was not
discontinued entirely in desert
climates until the second cent
ury of our era.166 Egyptians
used the pith of the plant,
cutting it into thin strips and
layinr t'-c_ strips crosswise in
layers. They were then glued

-:ogether and weighted unti
l the layers adhere; then they were
pounded and Polished with
a round stone until smooth. The
paeenaaker then glued lorv, shee
ts together until he had
a roll lonr enough for
a papyrus "book."167
These hooks called "scrolls" have
been found .;,:here
they have been buried in
desert sand for thousands of year
s;
166
Pinner, p. 12.
1G7
Lionel Casson, et.
lime, Inc., 196C), p.
S.

Ancient Ervpt (i.7ew York:
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col—nes,
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:Traves in ar-t-cm]arce with

--e-old custom of Uuryi:

dead with their favorite books.

the

-eel: they werc -lot in use

they were rolled up and stored in stonewarejars; a library
of them consisted of a nu-ber of shelves where these jars
were placed.

And there were no indexes or arrangements to

serve as guides to finding what the scroll was about, except
for a label which hung on a strina- attached to the stick on
uhich the papyrus was rolled.

These labels which hung on the

outside of the jars were designed to indicate the reading
matter on the scroll.

One of the most common was a leaf, indi-

cating that the story was about trees or forests, or a label
-ade in the sharie of a cowl (head coverings for monks) indicated that the book dealt with churches or morasteries.160
4

The papyrus reed grew almost solely in Egypt during
the Classical period (and before) and was exported to other
countries.

The Arabs on their voyage of conquest in the

169
eighth century introduced it into Sicily where it still grows.
when the great libraries grew up in the desert
countries, parchment was invented in Persia out of necessity,
for when en envious Ptolney hee7e that the library at Pergamum,
a small Asia :iinor kingdom, rivalled the Egyptian library at
Alexardria, he had all ship-lent of papyrus out of Egypt,
stopped.

It was recessary then for a king by the nr_-e of

16E_
1c5,

240.
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cllnut Leh-Aann-Kaurt, The Life of tha Doak (yew
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iccr IT to have his ,,eople exreril-,ent to find
anothewriti-aterial as a substitute for ra2:rue.

The skirs of

animals were the most readily available mate
rials aLd they
were put to use for writing purposes as earl
y as the second
century B.C.

They were crudely prcpared--treated to rid them

of fat, hair and wool, pounded for softening,
then stretched
on a frame and scraped with pumice or chal
k until smooth and
170
thin_
But parchment and vellum were heavy and althoah
they were both long lasting, they were neve
r as popular in
the ancient world as papyrus. "Parchment"
is the French name
given to the material made from sheep and
goat skins, while
"vellum" was the skin of calves. A very
choice variety of
vellum called "uterine-vellum" was
made of the hide of unborn
calves, and used only for very importan
t dccur:ents.171
The marufacture of parchment took long
er than that of
papyrus nnd it was expensive, so ther
e were fewer parchment
books. Practical peo2le often remo
ved older writings and used
the sheets over and over again.
Some of the most ancient
literature has been lost to civiliza
tion because writing was
scraped from heavy parchment this way,
ard later books written
over the ori“.nal writing.
The transition from scroll to book
was gradual,
exterdin;_ over several hundred year
s to the fourth century
durir-: the 1:iddle Ages. The firs
t one:
, were similar to early
American slates, with raised wood
en mat7-ins around a flz-t
170 .

p. 9li7.

171Lehnan-Flaunt, n. 54.
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niece of wood; this was covere
d with black

and -ritter or

with a st:lur—a rhorp -tic': wit
h a little setula end that
could be used to "erase" a roi
stake. The
istake" was melted
with a candle, so that the wri
ter could start anew, smoothing
the soft 7-fa:- :-4 th the spatul
a end. Two of these tablets wer
e
attached at the edges and fol
ded together so that the written
message on the wax was protected
; naturally, this had the
look of a book, or "codex."
For more formal occasions, the
wax sheet was replaced by
white ivory--this was the origin
al
"diploma" used in the Roman
Senate.172 Eventually
parchment leaves were used wit
hin backs of
wood; they folded more easily

I

f

/

c

17

than papyrus sheets and were
not

ungainly as was the scr611
like the one illustrated,
which
had to be held with one
hard and unrolled with the
other as
the reader read. Heavy
wooden backs *eventually rep
laced the
1' hter ones—they wer
e usually made of seasoned
oak and were
ideal for decoratir with
- cld and jewels (to exalt the
early
Christian scriptures). The
wooden covers and leaves cf
parchTent 7.1aced inside were
tor:etTler by leather
thongs and ca-c to havf, the
appearance of a book. Later
the
1727:774-.'

n.

66.
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boo: covers were made of cal: ski
n and then of vellu-t and
Perchmel,t--all of tl‘c-1
decor.ltod.
,Jas ideal for the "co-_lex" s'cape
of b-ol,s
for it was too heavy to roll
into scrolls.

The ancients only

used it for hard wear--this inc
luded use in schools, for use
when traveli . and for 1:ecpi
rg ner-anert records. 1:ost Peo
ple
were prejudiced against the clu
msy vellum and parchment books,
too; doctors even complaine
d that they were medically danerous for reading, and lawyer
s asserted that they could not
legally be called "books,"
because of their urvgainliness.
These were reasons for the
popularity of Panyrus which reigne
d
supre.ne because it was lic
tht, easily handled, and survived
in the dry desert air for
long periods of time.173
And then paper was discovere
d!
It is hardly Possible to thi
nk of a material LIDO
which man did not write bef
ore the invention of naper!
re wrote on hard rock and
soft store and bone,
on leather and parchment,
on cotton and silk, on
wooden tablets covered with
vellum and linen, on
birch bark and papyrus, on
the inner bark of trees
and also on the palm loaf al:d
the leaf of Lcatania,
on copperPlate and on laccue
red cardboard)-"1
The Chinese had nothing to
do with our writiLE, except
that they cave the w-..srld
the invention of paper. Tt
was
during the Han dynasty in
the first century, that the
Chinese
had ta':en a lesson frcm
the wasp, which makes its nes
t by
1731)inlier, p. 19.
17 .
4Lti
emble, p. 56.
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chewing ve-etable fibre and pressinr the moist /envirr's into
a film of even thieness.

These Practical people used ary-

thinF, they could get their hands on--old fishing nets, wornout rope and hemp and macerated it in tubs.

This mass was

then pressed into sheets of desirable thickness and the fil-res
stuck toether whe:. dry.175
A Chinese by the name of Ts'ai Lun, the Emperor's
minister of Public Works, also experimented with the bark of
mulberry trees and reported to his ruler (in the year 104 A.D.)
that he had made the discovery of papermaking.

The Mandarin,

however, refused to share the secret of this marvelous new
material that was so far superior to other writinr surfa
ces;
it did not reach the outside world until six hundr
ed years
later when it vas found by the Arabs when they overr
an
Samar':_and in 750 A.D.176
The :'oslem invaders of Spain and Sicily brought raper
with them into their conquered territories in
the early eighth
centurr, alont-f with the recipe for making it from
the basis
of old rags.

Parer making probably came later from Spain to

Greece, enterinr the western world from Jewish paper
mills
in the Spanish peninsula in the tuelfth centu
177
ry A.D.

Pot

for co-le time paper was not used by Latin Chris
tendom because
of its asseciatioa with the then -hated Jewis
h People; also,
the church did rot consider it durable and
permanent as
176-

urtrie, p. 9S.

177
Ibid.,

Do

99.

L)0
parc1-1-e.-.tac '.'ell; al'S.itional
ly, the
.1d:erc, ver,.

1lc o:

the L71..elfth and thfrteenth centiries
,

used their influence z47a -r -Ist
the

use

of pa:,er.178

The first production of paper
on a large scale was
made in Ccr-:iany in the fourte
enth century where they enerimented with water mills and
learned to speed 11D maceration
of the raw materials. They
produced a fine Paper which was
the perfect ..ledium for printi
ng, also begun in that country
a century 1ater.179
Paper was perfected by degrees
over the years and ca-.1e
with the Pilgrims on the 2:a
yflower. Benjamin Franklin, in
his time, was the lar:
,est consu7-,er of paper in his p...
olication
of the Pennevlvaria Gazett
e and Poor ichar-l's Almanac.
Before 1799 all paper was mad
e in sheets, one by one, and
although much cheaper and bet
ter than parchment and vellu.1, it
cost much more per sheet
than it does now. Today, howeve
r,
it is made in continuous
rolls; if sheets are required, the
rolls are "sheeted" into
proper sizes for books and magazines
,
newspapers, a.-.d stationery.1C0
Every imaginable tool has bee
n used, with a chisel
on stone, with the finger
nail or finsertip in sand
and dust; with engraving
points and pu:.- .ehes; with
stylus and stiletto.; wit
h reeds and feathers of all
kinds of birds; sharpened
sticks; metal pens with
large nibs; steel Pens
with fine points; with iridium
gold nibs; with lead ,enc-ils; with pieces of chalk;
1781.
bid., p. 105.
d. 1n.
139
Glen F. Oster, "volution
of Prir.ting Has Been
Boon tl Civilization,"
The Dallas '.4)rnin.7 'ews, Jan
1(262, sec. 0, 71. 4.
uary 14,
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with ink pens and mor
e recently with. .
ball points. i81

4

4

Following the chisel
and the stone knife, came the
pen as a writing too
l. First, for writing on
palm leaves and
papyrus, was the reed
pen obtained in the sam
e waters as the
papyrus
1ant. It was made int
o a point, similar to the
quill pen which came
later, and was called "ca
lamus" which in
time came to be accept
ed as a symbol of friend
ship. Walt
Whitman, in fact, loo
king for a token of the
love of comrades
chose this common pla
nt, saying, "And here
what I now draw
from the water.
.shall henceforth be the
token of comrades
this calamus-root
shall."182 Such is the message o;:
the pen:
The quill pen was use
d quite early; in oldest
England
it was called the "fe
er" using the runic tho
rne, and in the
leisurely days of the
lace ruff and powdered
wig every man
was his own pen mak
er. In France it was cal
led the "penna"
and it is also pic
tured in portrayals of
the very first Irish
183
scriptoriums.
When it was brought to
America where
Colonial settlers had
a' wealth of wild bir
ds to choose from,
pen making became
an important part of
education with the
schoolmaster traine
d in the technique of
cutting pens.184
School children wer
e taught the art:
feathers (a choice of
goose, swan, eagle,
owl, hawk or turkey)
were soaked overnight, then heated
and scraped to remove
the skin coating.
181Etiemble, p. 17.

182
Ries, p. 247.

183Etiemble, p. 18.
184 Rirs, P. 179.
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tne nib ,,as the
,.

-

cut and split and reheated to rive an etas.3.

?o this day, re)cket knives once used

for this purr,ose arc cailed"nenknives
."

The sie,ers of the

Declaration of Independence used quill
pens, as did everyone
else and they remained in use until the
nineteenth century
when steel nens and lead pencils ca.le
into vorTue.185

/ //

turkey or goose feather such as the one
shown here1S G was treated and the
barbs were
re:Ttoved.

A clean-cut point was greatly to be

desired, and was consid-ered a real art.

Turkey

feathers were slim and lie-ht so that
the;
were comfortable carried over the
ear:
The first metallic pen was made in
1790 in England and with it came a grad
ual
decline in actual "script writin:" such
Gothic letters.

as

It was not used in

:urope

or America until the nineteenth
century

when

it gave rise to the "penmanship"
era
which such eennen as George "131.cman
England and Spencer and Zaner of
t'ee
States introduced "beautiful" writing
flourishes and fine-pen adornmen
t.

in

/
\
\

The

of
,
i /

‘, r

V
1

_A
,/

United

with many

steel pen
k
/
if
,•
of the Confederate Areaics, for General Gran
\
t used a ste el nen in that
:

was a ?art of the signing of the
surrender

nedia

185e1more S. Watsrin, "Fen," The World nook
EncyeloCth eel., XIII, 6172.

136i'-ie Sloane, The ABC Book
of Earlv Americana
(7;ew York: Deel)leday and
Co.,'1963), p. "?."
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His 7-en was attached to a penholder which was
actually an

built into the handle.

From this type

pen was later developed the "styloeraeh"
used with a snail
plunger valve which opened on contact
with the paper to release
a fire flow of ink; the familiar founta
in pen operates on the
capillary attraction principle)37
7:ost recent invention for writing has been
the
ball-point per. that writes on a sma
ll steel ball which revolves
in a socket, a principle introduc
ed by one Sirus Kochendar of
America, in 1(196, but which has not
, even yet, been perfected
for fine writing.1S8
7aturally the pen was always used with
ink; ',hen reed
pens were used, scribes made thei
r own ink from special herbs,
scot, or lamp black. The earliest
name for this writin5 substance was "slaec" (an Old Engl
ish word) becaase it was black
in color, but on the French tong
ue it became "enque" fro-a
which we get our word "ink." TThe
n the monk scribes slaved
over their manuscri--As they held
"enque horns" in their hands
.1
and dipped quill pens into in:
as they needed it; later in
the Irish scriptoriums, holes were
cut in writing tables to
hold the ink 'horns and the
scribes called then "enaue ho-nes."139
This was practiced in the :'-ew
World, a:d only abandoned in
the last decade or two.
(srlier, in Colonial days, portable
inkwells were also used, undo
ubtedly as they had been used
137,
1955,

51'7.
1Sr

Ibid.

Whitelaw, "Fen," Colliers' Encycl
onedia,
1E9- •
2.tiemble, p. 17.

in

urope; they were ma,le of stonewlre

several shapes.

Tn

of .
. .lotters 1..hich wore a 7rte ‘'..:;oriean invention,
the 2uropean custon of s7,rinklinc.- fine sand over
ink writinf!
was nractieed.

These "ink eryers 7

t

as they were called,

were fashioned similarly to our present-day salt-sha
7:ers:
the writer merely corinIded sand o71 wet ink and
‘

brushed it away when dry.

••"

?ortable Stoneware Inkwell and "Salt-shak
er"
Ink-dryer19°
Schoolhoys of En-7:land a.ld early Ameri-a did
not
waste precious paper for everyday lessons,
but they used
"hornboo!,s," little wooden paddles to whic
h a lesson sheet of
paper was attached. Over this sheet of
paper was placed a
thin layer of cow horn to keep the less
on clean as it was
passed from child to child. As pape
r was not manufactured in
in41and until after America was disc
overed and only made in
kr:erica in 1690 (one 7illiam Brad
ford established a mill in
T',,nnsy1va-.;a191) these two countrie
s utilized the
hu,nble substance to preserve their
short suf-ply of paper.
19°Slo
ane, F,.
191Bera
ah ..zol -,sber,, A Little history
of thr! Hornbnok
(Boston: Hornbook, Inc., 19I5),
D. 13.

C5
:Je would think its Preparation to be slow 2:d (1-777.
2r.:., for:
True horn consists of alb.:men. . .ald a little
phosphate of lime; it is readily sof!tehed by boiling water or heat; sometimes the process is aided
by the addition of quicklime. It is usual to
Prepare
the horns of oxen and sheep by steeping them
for
several weeks, cold water seParatirg the bony part
from the cover of true horn.1 42
7o other country used hornbool:s, and load
s of them
came to America from the Mother country.

They were very pop-

ular until paper became plentiful and almo
st disappeared fro
the American scene as their shape made
them perfect paddles
to use in a game called "battledore
and shuttlecock."193
Slate boards and chalk were used in the
nineteenth

century;

these school slates resc7Ibled the earl
y "code;:es" on which
black wa:: was used, but Paper replaced
them and they soon
became irlpractical also.
The most common writing tool, even in a
day of dozens
of writing irventious, is still the coo
n "lead" pencil
which is not really lead at all. The
ancient Egyptians and
Romans did use lead for writincf, but we
use "raphite" pencils which cake darker marks than
lead. Graphite was first
194
discovered in Cumberland, England, in
156L
and has, more
than any other tool for writing,
re:rained popular the whole
world over.
Christopher Columbus, to persuade quee
n Isabella to
192Tb;„,
193!::loane , Postscript.
1947ies, P. 243.

86
-c

._:rcd a lnae: pc--il to -,akc rrytel ard
11 )r3vc to her that the y3r1,1 wan round;
Franz

Shutort wrote,

Ear!: the Larl" o

the back of a menu

with a pencil; Thor-as Jefferson made
constant notes with a
pencil as he rode fren I'onticello to 7ash
iTgton, D.O. in his
burry; and Abraham Lincoln wrote the
Gettysburg Address with
a pencil on the back of an envelonc
, enroute by train to
dedicate that cemetery.195 And in snit
e of all scientific
advances, this little cylinder has
remained a "magic wand" in
the hands of writers even in a day
of advanced mechanism.
195
"Secret l'7eapons," The Lion, January,
1955. D. 15.

CHAPTER IX
"RITZ 0:

WOOD BLOCKS AND COPPER PLA
TES E`'HANCET) IT

Sometimes new ideas see
m to float around in the
atmosphere and are caught
in differeLt places at ab
out the same
time. This is what hap
pened with the invention
of printing.
Although the Chinese had
crude block printing in the
sixth
century and movable typ
es by 1050, the idea did
not penetrate
to the Western world
until the Renaissance
years whe.1 Joharn
Gutenburg of Germany,
and William Caxton of Eng
land were both
working on the same id
ea. Gutenburg was first
with his movable
type, printirg the fi
rst book in Gothic lett
ers--The Cutenburg
Bible--then Caxton in
England printed, also in
Gothic letters,
Dictes and ,otaPle Wi
se Sayings of the Philos
ophers in 1477 in
English, instead of La
19
tin. 6
In Italy, a couiltry of
people quick to grasp at
beauty,
the first types wer
e cut in the Humanist
ic script, "a sloping
letter based on the
current cursive hand,
Italic."197 It was
recognized for its gra
ce and beauty, and cop
ied all over
Europe, except in Eng
land where writers plo
dded on with
Gothic letters until
the 1700's so that th
eir printing was
196
U— FSCO, n. P.
1P7.
.
:cscitt, p. 15.

Ot:

interior to European printi
nr.
history, ulic development of wri
tin, as
we have Feen, has depend
ed upon artifact:

the Papyrus,

vellum, parchment and papers
; the liquids, various inks which
had to be created from nat
ure's products; and the instrumen
ts-incisors, styluses, quills,
reed and finally steel pens. And
most important, it had dep
ended upon the creative skill of
carvers, artists and scribe
s. You, suddenly, breathtakingly,
the world was given a means
of producing large numbers of
copies of books, papers,
or any written matter. And wha
t was
the reaction to this remark
able new invc-tion?
People were ashamed to own
a printed book: 7.ven in
the beginning of the six
teenth century at the beginning
of
the Humanistic movement,
the only respectable hook was
the
handwritten one.198 In Ire
land, where handwritten boo
ks were
tradition, the practice of
copying manuscripts continued
until the nineteenth cen
tury. The last of the profes
sional
scribes, one Joseph O'Long
an, died only in 1830 after
a lifetime of hr.ndwritinc- too
ks.199
The printers went to a
great deal of trouble to cut
their letters to resemble
everyday handwritings, progre
ssing
from Gothic to Roman scr
ipt and other more smooth
ly flowing
type. Caxton eventuall
y realized that hip books
would be
more beautiful in flowin
g handwriting and SOMP of
his ear'lest
editions of Chaucer's wor
ks were produced that
way.200
193 •
P.

57.
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90illon, r. ::iii.
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There was, in the beginning, bitter animosity between
scribes and those who imitated their work by reproductive
means.
The illiterate superstitious European of the
fifteenth century found it difficult to conceive
that words, until then laborions]y copied by hand
from old manuscripts onto sheets of vellum, could
be multiplied with such speed and even more astounding
that all the books looked exactly alike. The
printer was in league with the devil and until this
day, young printing assistants are called "printers'
devils," and the box that,A91ds old worn-out type
is called the "hell box."'
As late as three hundred years ago people were suspicious of the freedom of the press.

In Virginia, the gov-

ernor, William Berkely said, "I thank Cod we had not free
schools or printing.. . .for learning has brought disobed
ience
and heresy and sects into the world; and printing
has divulged
them. . .God keep us from both.'202 In London,
the Bishop
complained that, "Some sons of iniquity have crafti
ly frunslated the Holy Gospel of God into our vulgar English.u203
Eany printers paid heavy penalties through the years
for their craft:

William Tyndale was put to death IT stran-

gulation and burning, for making an English
translation of
the scriptures.

In the —ew World Benjamin Franklin's brother,

James, was imprisoned several times and
finally banned from
any publishing (when this happened, Ben
walked off the job
all the way to Philadelphia where he became
the most famous
A

201
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Ibid.
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Lehmann-Hatipt,
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Arncrican printer of

)20.1-1
II'

were rrinted acid Luther

*e.vertheless, more sr.rintures
his cnelies, both, used the

new invention in their strugle over the scriptur
es (in
Gothic letters).

And we may say that the handwritten hook

made its demise in the sixteenth century.295
The first printing press set up in ATerica was
at
Boston in 1638 in order to print materials for Harv
ard
University, the first book being printed by ratt
hew Days
and called The Whole Book of Psalms.206
With the invention of printing came the separati
on in
men's minds of the letter forms of printing
and writing actually done by hand.

Ironically, after the seventeenth century

writing was taught from the copy books which
were made by the
printer for that purpose.

And so it seems that there had been

an interchange in the creation of letters,
with printers
tak.i.ng, as their guides, the manual crea
tion of letters and
writers following these reproductions
from the printed book
and taking great pride in the perfecti
on of handwritir
204
Hornane,, p. 51.
205
(_;ster, pp. 8, 4.
206
Ibid.
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CHAPTER X
TO PLYMOUTH 0.00X AD BEY00
Harrlwriting arrived in Lruerica with
the men of the
Nayflower, those who signed the Pac
t on November 22nd, 1620,
in "Ye (The) ':a-.1e of God, Amen,"
before setting foot on the
black soil of Massachusett
s. Soon--within four years after
the settlement at Plymouth—the
y began to give thought to
educating their children and the
first school law was finally
passed in 1633. Even before thi
s, the Winslows and the
Bradfords had Provided instruction
in reading andand writing for
their sons in a still jealously
guarded male world, for the
Pilgrim Fathers agreed that educat
ion of girls, "was a
in
and idle thing.
.and women should mind their own
business,
that of cooking, spinning, was
hing and bearir.g children-often."207
In 1567, the early settlers gav
e "serious consideration that there be a school
-taster in every towne to teach
the
children reading and writin
g," although very few, even of
"ye
(the) wretched boys," learne
d more than the three "R's."
The
funds from a Cape Cod fis
hery were used in 17,0 to provid
e
S250.00 for a teacher at
a co=on school in Plymouth; ,Dolia

York:

2U7,1corge F.
r'leynal and Hitchcock,

Ilints and Strangers Cs7ew
p. 3,35.
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Norton was hired to instruct in cas
ting up accounts, readinc and writirr'. His sus7cess
cir added Latin and Greek to
the curriculum and was fired
for his effort, as the Pilgrims
felt that "higher learning"
was not necessary (it was
enough if the children learne
d to write, cipher and read
the Bit1e).233
inc- first schoolhouse was bui
lt at Plymouth in 1675
and "every scollar that cons
to wright or syfer or to learn
iatten, shall paye 3 pence
pr. weke; if to read onlie, then
to oaye half-pence per wek
e.""
2
The Pilgrim Fathers then
turned their efforts to educat
ing the Indians, hut girls
were not a,:,Tlitted to :'assa
chusetts public schools on equal
footing with boys until ls3
8, although a "female school" did
open in 1795 for summer sch
-0
ooling only.21
Frola these meager beginnings,
American handwriting
developed; the early teachers,
however, spent nearly as much
time preparing pens, hornbo
oks, and tablets (foolscap was
handstitched at home if the
paper were available) ard col-Aes
of exercc
.. es, as he did in teaching.211
In the for

of writing itself, the nu-lber
of different

hands available was leg
ion; the earliest American had
a choice
of roundhand, plain
or ordinary Italian, ordinary
running
hand, Roman, italic, Old
English, Cenaan Text and other
styles,
208 b
I id., p. 337.
209.
it)

p. 33S.

210
Thomas
A ristory of Yonlens' Educat
the United States
ion in
C w York: Ser'ence i=ress,IVS/, p.
2l1
Ibid., p. Is.
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taught along with enLellishment
and

Fveryone

desired to write a rood hand, ad wri
t inc

r.ci_ilists adver-

tised constantly that they -er
e available to "teach a good
legible hand." Typical, is the
ad of Mr. M. Epplinstone,
in 1850, to "teach rcrsnns of
Loth sexes, froe.1 twelve years
to age fifty, who never wrote
before, or to improve such as
write indifferently. . .to
write a good hand in five weeks
at an hour per day."212
In 1834, John Quincy Adams sho
wed the general attitude
toward handwriting when he
said, "Good penmanship is to
business, what fragrance
is to flowers and what courte
sy is
to manhood. . ."213 It
was also he who rescued fro- oblivi
on
the Mayflower pact when he
came across it by accident.214
Some American Penmen have dep
lored the wide use of
calligraphy (the art of bea
utiful writing) with the fine ste
el
pen, introduced in 1820 in
America for business purposes and
215
later for "fine writin
g."
Nesbitt also asserts:
nanuscript writing ca7e
tion of printing and. . .th to an end with the invene introdu.-tion of the
pointed Pen ruined all sev
ere style and its use had
left us, at the present
time, with a general writing
style that is too often a
sprawling, scratching business, as illegible as it
is unlovely. It (calligraphy) is an arbitrary and
ostentatious display of
penmanship that developed
with the introduction of
the pointed pen. Penmanshi
p, on the whole, is a
pretty sort of thing, ful
l of vanity and sheer
21
2Ibid., p. 19.
2,3
G. Craig, Advanced Kandwriti
n-. Scale (Bowline*
Green, Kentucky: 1g3
5), p. 1.
214
p. vii.

p. 1S6.

,r9W.ritra,

Ae*Aik,
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f!cxteritv. One s'eoule
-ertain that N.lautifol
writin is really Icautiful md not mere,qgrobatic
expression of a hopelessly barren -.:tyle."
"Beautiful writing," according to many Professional
penmen should be done with the broad-edged pen, model
ed on
the a-cient reed and quill.

Unlike the flexible pointed oen,

the broad-edjed pcn can enrich the pattern of writ
ing by a
ribbon of alternating thick and thin strokes crea
ted with
217
pressure,
they maintain.
In England, during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, nevertheless, such beautiful
writing had begun with
penTen who not only ran their own writ
ing schools but created
exquisite handwritin

porrfolios--these folios being, first

er4:raved on metal platcs and then print
ed into hooks, and
copy-boos.

-aturallv these 1,7ritings, all written in
various

Eurppean styles were cop:;ed by American
s until their own
copy -books were Printed.213
SoTe "firsts" in American handwriting
manuals were
The 'iriting Scholar's Assistant
by Isaiah Thomas, in 1785;
A Lanual of Kandwriting, in roan
dhand, by John Jenkins, in
1791; and the use of Benjamin Fran
klin's plates for The
American Instru-:thr or a Young Man'
s East Companion from
which various hands (rould, Ital
ian, secretary and print
216 .
ibid., n. 1S7.
217_
7iny (Comp.), CalligraphY and Handwriting,
in America - 1710-1962 (Snitimo
re,
Ivalimls, lnc.,
P. "
1
213,.
otc 314.
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hand) were printed.219

Tlith these and ott.crs, thc

rct

try I...to the field of ha7-d4riti,.r vas Lec..; L.
At the ber,innin

of the nineteenth century, a young

man by the name of Platt Rogers Spencer developed a "new"
handwriting which was a sloping, semi-angular style,
rapid
and legible, which lent itself easily to embellishm
ent.
Spencer's writing became very popular through his famou
s Log
Cabin Seminary which was held annually on his farm
until his
death in 1864. His five sons carried on his
work and made
"Spencer" a well-known name in American penmanship.

Here

again, a general style was associated with writi
ng, for along
with gingerbread Gothic architecture (revived in
Ame-ica at
that time), overstuffed Victorian furniture and
dress, the
Spencerian system followed naturally.220
The "new" Spencerian differed from rourdhand in that:
. . .he dropped the regular rhythmic recur
of heavy lines on the dowl,strokes, the featu rence
re of
English Round hand. He substituted a fine
line with
apparently irregular use of heavy strokes, but
the
capitals, usually are made with a heavy line
on the
dounstroke, 7igle by pressing apart the nibs of
the
pointed pen.44L
1
He also offered, side by side with his
st,trAerd alphaa reduced version known as the "ladi
es hand" in half
size, which was "well received by femal
e semi.naries.”222
219 .
Ftlby, Yote 45.
22!_ .
o. 1G b.
222_ .„

',3te 145.
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Other fariliar names to American handwriting are
those of C. P. Zaner, who published his handwritin
g textbecks in 1805 and established a pen7,anship college
in
Columbus, Ohio; and Austin N. Palmer, who in the inter
est
of greater .:,peed eliminated manual pressure on the
pen, and
•

reduced all lines to uniform thickness to produ
ce the
"business" or "commercial" hands which have been
taught
ever since.

These two penmen were the first to use "push

and pulls" and "ovals" to encourage free
arm movement in
writing.
The necessity for using handwriting in business
came
to an end in 3_88 with the invention of
the typewriter, for
until then legal documents, account bocks order
,
s, shipping
cormercial transactions as well as all socia
l
writing had been done in "beautiful
writing."

The pursuit

of faster writing then came in the
mechanical form of the
typewriter, hailed by some and disapprove
d of by professional
penmen who considered its invention
the death knell to really
224
good handwriting.
The typewriter was another idea that occur
red to
several people at about the same time,
the •;:orld over.

In

1840, a Frenchman invented a machi
ne which he called the
"klypographic" which, it was claimed by
its creator, could
print almost as fast as one could
write with an ordinary pen:
Later, in ;-,:_erica in 1857, Dr. Samue
l W. Francis invented a
tynewritcx which printed with a spted
exceedira

Note 93.

224Nesb;.tt, p. 181.
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that of the nen!

And it was an imerican, finally,

perfe:7-ted a machine which was
the latest chase in the writing story. It used only small
Ronan capita] c, and interestingly, Samuel Clements C rk Twa
in) was the first author to
submit a typewritten manuscrip
t for publication.225
The effect that the typewrite
r has had on hen:yritiric
in the past hundred years is
said by penmen to be "too hurried and undisciplined, and
written without consideration for
beauty and grace;" they mainta
in also that the human eye
reacts more favorably to the
slight uneveness of writing than
to the mechanically Perfec
t type.226
Produced, now, with typefaces
to serve the letters of
practically all languages of
the world, the typewriter,
undoubtedly serves its purpos
e. Peautifol, Pen-produced
writing also serves its purpos
e for those who require the
satisfaction that comes from
creating something of lasting
beauty; therefore, an even
wider separation has come into
the minds of writers regard
ing type and handwriting, and
sunely wisdom dictates *the
use of each.
225F
erkimer County Historical
Society, p. 72.
226
sbitt, p. 186.
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If a pilgrim, endowed with immortality, could have
followed the path of handwriting as it has come to us from
the Semite, he would have witnessed, in addition to the
development of handwriting, astounding changes and events as
he
traveled through cultures, countries and centuries
from his
early time to ours.
Fe would have begun with A Certain Semite of a faraway time who utilized the abundant clay of his
desert land
for writing, an art which the Semites with their
cuneiform
letters, first

...1ve to the world

(3roo

The pilrim might have been awed at the craft
y
men of the Semite, the leadinf: business men
of that time
(SOD E.G.) who created an alphabet suitable
for their commercial transactions.

He would have traveled with those

Ilhcenician business men through the Yedit
erranean as they
traded with island cities, and woule final
ly have discmbarhed
at Athens, center of Grecian culture,
and listened to erudite
scholars discuss the necessity of adding
vowels to the consonantal alphabet which they had acquired
from the Pheenicians
(600 B.C.). perhaps he would have
learned to write the incipient uncial and half-uncial letters beinr
used by the Creek
playwri4-htn, 7hilosophers and no-elists
even as they were

93
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under siee by the Starters (40
0 3.C.), and later by the
aomans. His know1ed7,e of the
letters --tioht have served him
well if he had been carrie
d to Roole with learned captiv
es
who soon purveyed Grecia cul
n
ture to their Roman captors
(200 B.G.).
Undoubtedly the pilgrim wou
ld have been adventuresome enough to march with
Roman soldiers as they subdue
d one
country after another to bec
ome rulers of the world (100
A.D.).
He might, however, have
chosen to follow with mis
sionaries
who settled where the
soldiers settled and taught Chr
istianity.
And he would have been
as surprised as the rest of
the farflung E.moire when some slo
wly disinterated before masses
of
human hcings rho swarme
d into Italy from the :7orth and
overran
the whole civilized world
of that tine (4th through the
7th
centuries).
He would have grieved to
see the Arts, including
writins, vanish before the
uncivilized hordes as they des
troyed
vast records of previous
civilizations, and perhaps he
would
have fled with educated
! missionaries into remote
cloisters for
safety and for Perpetuat
ion of the fadi-A* culture
he had 'non.
France right have been
his destination., or one
of the Cer-onic
countries, but later he
would have found himself
fleeinr the
same barbarians who str
eamed through Italy overla
nd to the
very ban's of the Eng
lish channel (451 A.D
.).
Or if he were fortunate
enou,h, he would have bee
n one
of those who sailed the
dark waters below England
in a
boat, over an old tra
de ro-rte from Loire on the
Seine, to

"P:14-**1t.

•"*.e.
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disembark at Cork, Dublin, or at 1,e1fast ii a strange,
crohated lad which lay far from the. violcrre of the barbarians (3rd and 4th cehturier).
tine passed he would have gone into the north of
Envland where early English writers such as Bede and Alcuin
(6th and 7th centuries) taught the pointed handwriting
which
he had seen develop in Ireland and pass into Englan
d.

And,

unfortunately, he would have witnessed, once again, bloodshed
and plundering of culture centers when the Danes descen
ded
upon Ireland and England to destroy priceless records
and manuscripts which might have given the art of writing to civili
zation much earlier.

The pilgrim rL-.i:Tht then have fled back

to the Continent with many other learlled men where writin
g
and other arts were at last emerging from their hiding;
places
under thc eaperor Charlemagne (9th century).

Cr he might

have stayed to fight with King Alfred who was intent
on eduoatin

the People of England even as he fought the :'7orsemen

(9th century).
After that he would have stayed in Erland observing
the ebb and flow of writing styles and forms
which Englishmen
acquired from other countries:

from Ireland, the pointed

script which they ultimately made even more
Pointed; from
France, the Carolingian minuscule, adopted
under pressure
from their Norman conquerors (1066); from the
German (13th
century) the "black letter" to which they clung tenaci
ously
arta their 1:ideninr world of commerce demanded the
more
easily writL- en scripts, court hand, te:zt
hand, several "secretary" hands, and finally, rounChand (17th
century).

101
Perhaps the
tie .cw

wcul: have

to :1 - -

Yorld, taking with hi-.1 his 1:now1ed, c of thc variet,-

of handwritings he had learned in Eliglard, arid he would have
rejoiced in the new invention of printing which made ATerican
writing more easily available (1620).
Such a pilr,rim on such a path would now have been on
the trek with handwriting for 5300 years, 350 of them in the
Americas, and he would now be poised to leave its earthly
path, with man on his quest through space, to see even more
fascinating developments in the future of handwriting.
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The Semite's ox gave him the ins
piratior for
the shape of the first "A".

The cuneiform "A" was turned
an the
side made with a stylus on cla
y.

The Phoenician made the abs
tract outline of the
ox's head.
The Greek may have turned it
upside down, acirle7:tly!
The '?,(3,-.7.,an perfected it
as a capital, it was incised
on stone in perfect
proportions.

"Beautiful"
writing developed in
the 13th and 19th
centuries in England
and in America, with
penmanship.

The "uncial form"
developed in the
sixth century. It
was a rounded version
of the Roman square
capital.
The "half-uncial" was
developed into the
Carolinian minuscule.
A script form evolved
from the minuscule.
The "Italic" form har
a grace wsoich was
develoed in Italy.
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This is the shae of a Sc:.niti
c horle,
house which they
called "teth"; it is
as old as "A" havin7; been UrPd
3000 1-cars
co.

yo
P41°-

Cuneiform looked like this.

Ri
The Semite used a rude
letter
to resemble his "beth."

The Phoenician made this
abstract symbol of it
by carelessness.

The Greeks called it !eta
and gave it a second stor
y
Early Creeks turned it in
this direction.

Later Greeks
turned it to
face the way
we use it.

The Trajan capital was
developed by the Roman

4
1
It becane a half-uncial
from -,,hich the minuscule
developed.

It retained its
shape as a rounded
uncial.
4
This is the
1.---. graceful form
I ,) of the "Italic."

/(....
Script developed and even
as
earl
y
as the fourth cen
certain letters gained
"ascenders" and "descenders. tury
the earliest hint of the
" This 1,7aS
developnent of "minuscules."

The cursive "b" as:!erds abov
e the line.
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>

Cr*--

This ungainly animal was called
"gimel" by the Semites and
"gamma" by the Greeks. The shape
of both "C" and "G" comes from
the underneath curve of the
camel's neck.

Early form taken
from the lower
curve of the neck.

The Greeks reverse_
the direction
s"•at.

Yhe Romans curved it
and gave it its
classic proportions

Until the third century,
K, C, and 9 all sounded
alike. G was given a
little bar to acquire a ri
different sound from the IC
hard C.

It retained its
shape through the
uncial forms,
except in height.

And also through
to Italic and

cursive forms.
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This is another 1-.omc, a tent
often used by the Semites;
the door was called the
"daleth." From it comes the
basic shape for our "D."

The imaginative Semite
took this shape for
the fourth letter of
the alphabet.

12'
The Greek used both these
shapes for their delta;
they rounded off the -Eorner
of the right triangle.

Cuneiform was
more angular
and had a tail.

It became a
beautiful rounded
capital with the
Romans.

I
L)

The uncial forms
of the "D" are
graceful and
reached their best
form in these smaller
rounded forms
in the Caroline
letters.

This is the
approximate
shape of the
Italian "italic."

'.".14011
'
"
e

n_""`

"E" of English developed from
the Semitic "He"
meaning "look" or "see" - perhap
s out the
window which this symbol repres
ented.

The Greek used it
facing this direction
when they received
the alphabet.

L_
1

7

II

Later, the Phoenicians
gave it a shape which
really looed like a window
.

-4

This is "E” in the
Roman proportions
When the uncial forn
of "E" developed irto
a round letter there
were different forms
with the two upper
arms connected sometimes.
The half uncial first
looked like this. It
is easy to see its
relationship to the
present "E."
The "Italic" shows a
relationship to present
day printing.

The tent peg of the old
Semite was the early
inspiration for the
letter "F."

Phoenicians used a
similar symbol t eiri "vau" - nail,
94g used in their
ships.

The Greeks used
these forms early and late
and named "F"
"digamma."

The Egyptian

"
7
.

They pronounced this letter as we
pronounce
— "
our "1.

The Roans made it
a classic capital,
and were the first
to pronounce it
"ef" as we do.

-i

Uncial fonos followed
the Roman form, with
more curves. The halfuncial pointed the T:ay
to the small "f" form
which is used today.

J.
a shape, fesciatincr, to cursive and
penmanship writing.

This strange looking "I" was used by
the Fhoenicians in the shape of a
silhouette of the hand. It was
called "yod," meaning "hand."

1

The Greeks
simply used
a stroke;
they called
it "Iota."

to............--....,...1

Semites may have used the
Egyptian hieroglyph in the
early days.

The Roman capital c.dds
serifs.

Cuneiform was punched into
clay like this:
The Gothic "I" could hardly
be seen in close writing so
it was dotted.
In the Middle Ages
doubled "i's" were
so the tail of one
and became the "3"
It was not used by

words with
conf using
was added
we know.
the Romans,

but it would
have been
encised in this
Roman shape if
they had known
it then.

Cursive forms developed.

ill

5

/
1
,
1

1 //
kj

/

The open hand was the
form used to fashion
the "X," which stood
for "kaph" meaning
a hollow such as
the palm of the
/
"yod."
•

Hieroglyph hand

•
.

The first
Semitic "K" lay
on its back.

Cuneiform took this
shape.
The Phoenician "K"
had awkward "fingers."
The Greeks set it up
but turned it backwards. They nared
it "kappa."

The rounded uncial
form resembles our
7resent-day "R."

The Romans didn't
use it (they used
"C" for the sound)
but they printed
it in classic style.

1

_ 'The Carolingian small
''7\
letter was a graceful
V.....minuscule.

The lt,.11c was also
sracefol.

,
,-.

.7 L.

k
73-le cursive "ii" his a7, ascender.

11.2

\

The whi:dash, or
iti
Ns\Sem
s\s
\ c o:.:-goad
'‘
gave us the
Pattern for
our letter "1" and the
k'
\\ Phoenician used these
three forms to represent it.

\\

As

,,.

7
1

sItiTg7;,
hape in

In EnTot the lion,
or "labo" stood for
the letter "1."

The Creek used
two forms: this

and this. They
called it "lambda."

The rounded uncial

orm.

.4
The italic form of
b

The Romans encised
it on the Trajan
capital.

These cursive forms gave rise to
'penmallship" in later centuries.
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"I:em" was the Semitic name for
water; they used the tailed 'Ti."

Cuneiform shows the form from
which it took its stylized
figure.

PI

The
he Greeks made their
more compact

I

/,
's

The Phoenician,
familiar with the
\
seas, rave it the
lastit-i; 0-lane.

The italic form followed
f that of the half-uncial
The Romans gave it . _. i
its classic dimensions

L

The letter lent itself to roundin
for the uncial forms.

,,

/

77-(1,'

Penmanship
Roundhand
and cursive forms developed in later centuries.

114

The Semite used the shape of the mouth of the
fish, or "nun" to forn the letter 1"Yi and the

Phoenician
_flused the
same shape.

:

/I The early Greek for.
They later took thistii looked al0st
7.
"cursive."
an
and called
it "nu."

Cuneiform looked litze
this.
The omarl cut it
into stone with
"serifs."

!\
. \
\

This is the uncial form.

- ,
/// "Penmanship" sloped
the capital "n"
rracefullr and the
cursive "n" was more
fluid.

ill

J

And this is the halfuncisl.

Italics made it more
rraceful.

11,MIMINt
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The "o" has remained the same since
the Semite took the share of the eye
or "ayin" in 900 B.C.

f-N

Greeks called the
large "o" "Omega"
and it represented
the long "o" sound.
The little letter was
called "omicron" and
was the sound as heard
in the word "got."

Cureiform's simplest
A\ form
stood for the

Uncial forms could hardly
be more rounded than the
original forms.
The Roman "0"
was proportioned
withir the square
allcted it, as
with other Roman
capitals
Italics became ovals.

"Penmanship" letters
were more embellisLed
than other simple "O's."
These are the faTailiar
cursive letters.

ri"Vgirmieve
I..;
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";:ch" is tb Semitic word
for Trouth. It requires
ia!inaticm to see how the
shape of "P" was taken from
the lower lip.

-

The Creeks began with
this r'rook,

The Phoenician
letter, however
shows its origination. This is the
earliest known form

then reversed it, and

altered it to this
Cuneiform.
-;
a-ld finally used this as
the4 r alphabetic "1.."

r)

Uncial and half-uncial
and Italic desirrns
follo-, the -loman
up
.tt

one lenthened the stem of the
Creek P, but finally desiF,ned
a more 7,1easin!-F form.
The shape of the letter
lent itself to pernans1.i creations.

The crsive letter took
differcr.t ..or1.1 in the lf.th ccrt.:.ry.
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The h.oenicinn "CZ ray have
bee taken from such a vicTsy
of the head to make their letter

(
/
.) t.12ic
,.. ,llh
e.d.,..:as
', 'koph."
.,
_
,
/

The Greek and Roman
took this shape and Greeks
called it "koppi" while
LL ao-lans gave it the
r.ame "koo.11

Italic forms were
develop-d from
the urcial
shapes.

)

•

A combination of
cuneiform figures.

/7
•-••"" •••
•

Penman were vary imaginative in
the 1Sth century, when these large
and running shapes were adapted.

The ?hocrician ":=:osh" meant head;
the "71" wo.s taer from a profile
vic of the head, ar.6 turned backlqard.

Early people pronounced
it "air."
The Greeks set it up
straiht, thin

(—Jrciform

1

turned it in the
opposite direction

and through carelessness gave it a short
tail.

With Roman
dimensions and
serifs, it became
a beautiful letter.

C

,Y

Uncial. The half-uncial
became the familiar shape
of the small "r"
as it is also
)
0
. fashioed in

Cursive and per-,marnhip Z3rms were
inspireE by various forms of the lcstter.

N'
rN
The zir:-:Tag shape of teeth
was the inspiration for the
letter "S."
And \ /the Phoenician
took Wa shape which
looks like our "'q."

N.•,*

The Greek "S" was set
up but in a reverse
( direction.
2
/

/

A graceful
combination of
cuneiform impressions
make up the Semitic
letter.

The early Roman curved
it aLd finally made it

a classic "S."

5
rf?

Italic forms resemble
theiTalic "S" which
was often a ligature
with "T."

These script shapes a7)peared
in the 18th century.
Penmanship forms
were insr,Lr& by
the !lhare of the
“S
.1?

-7" is one forrl of ":.:" or
the cross shape. It tas
used by the Ancients as
their "talky."

1,1

The Phoenicians set it
straight and made it a
true cross.

The Creeks' "Tau"
was used in the
familiar way.

i A form
-- oL
.c the
crossed
"t" is called
I
the F'1-v,tiar,
,. t
"key of life."

4
The 7omans gave it
serifs to soften the
Greek form.

One of the simplest
cuneiform shapes
represent the "t."

7/
The uncial fors
rese-able the

CL

Italic shape of "t."

The first cursive had
very low cross bar.
The "T" leccis
itself to
"beautiful" writing.

,•••••••vsnourippmemariprilypillipply
.
•Allq.3P,ditirmirt.•
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The Fhoenician "vau"
nail, or hook was the
inspiration for both
"._a" and "v."

The En-r)tiail
chose a lonr:
ste=ed letter.

The cuneiform
The Creek used the "F"
stylization of
shape to represent all
the hook or nail.
of the letters inspired
by "vau" - U, V, F and W
(which came later). They used it
for a sound which
is not used in English.

r

7-The Romans made the "U"
/ like a capital "V" and used
it for two sounds: oo as in
moon for the vowel, and w
as in wind for the consonant.
Later they used a round

1 In the 1500's the
U and V were separated with the
rounded vowel
placed first (the
twenty-first letter) to stand for
)
.he
.r
.
familiar "U" sour
!/

The uncial and italic forns
were very similar

Cursive "L7's" were forned
later.

122

The "support" or "pron" ;raNe
the Semite the idea for the
letter "X."

f

k
if

The oldest croF.
form was this n used by those
ancients.

/
11

The Greeks had two
forms - the Western
branch pronounced it
"eks" as we do - but
Eastern Grecian states
pronounced it "kh."

The "X" in any
language is
almost unnecessa
, as it was to the
±:omans.

CurFive was el.ployed for spe
ed.

Cuneiform.

Urcial and Italic forms.

113

•

It is rather easy to see :7hy the
V, U, and Y shapes were evolved
from the old tent per, the "vau"nail and hook of the Se-Aiten and
Phoenicio.ns.

Although the Greeks
/ j had no sound comparable
.
to those English -sounds
they used this reverse
F if they needed to use a "W."

Pythagoras used this
symbol to represent "a
choice in life" made by
your men of that Class
era.

\
/Thei
i_
:39d
maniv
troduced the
st i
un.c

\

// j
/wI
a -l %
Ici
c=tergrt=
/.* i the letter "W" - the
\ V Anglo-Sw:ons called it the
1(
'
double "wen" and it became
the double "vay" in French, . 0
and finally the double "oo" on
the Enlish to -true.

It acquired a tail to
become the "thorn" with
the pronutciation of
"th" and was tacked on
at the end of the alphabet when it cane to
represent the "Y" of "you.

It is difficult to imagine all these alphabet for
as
being derived frozn the sane early symbol, but such is the
case.

The letter "Z" was derived :or some
reason from the Semitic "zayin" which
meant daer, or weapon.

The Phoenician
originated this
shape - reversed
to the present
direction of "z."
The Creeks used this
form as early as 600 B.C.

And the Roman turned
it in the "right"
direction and made
it a perfectly
balanced capital.

Uncial fors were more rounded,
but the
Italic letter returned
to the older Roman r.!-;7e.

"Z" lent itself to cursive form.
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